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News In Brief
Battling for his life, Rock Hudson
returns to Los Angeles from Paris
11.

LOS ANGELES(AP) — Screen star Rock Hudson, battling
for
his life against AIDS and a liver disorder, flew home
today
aboard a chartered jetliner and was carried on a stretch
er to a
hospital-bound helicopter, officials said.
Hudson, 59, star of the "McMillan and Wife" and "Dynas
ty"
television series, was returning home for treatment at the
UCLA
Medical Center, publicist Dale Olson said Monday.
He left Paris, where he was undergoing treatment at
the
American Hospital, late Monday aboard a chartered Air France
jetliner that landed at Los Angeles International Airport,
where
he was transfered to a waiting copter.
Airport workers said Hudson was moved between aircraft on
a
stretcher. Reporters were kept at a distance.
"Here's a man who's fighting for his life, and a press event
could jeopardize his life," Olson said Monday. "My major
concern at this point is his condition and his comfort. That
is the
reason he is being brought back here."
Cathy Dunn. a medical center spokeswoman, said Hudson
would be admitted today "for further evaluation and treatme
nt
for his present illness."
Initially, Olson reported last week that Hudson had inopera
ble
liver cancer, but Monday he said that diagnosis was superse
ded
by the diagnosis of acquired immune deficiency syndro
me.
"They are still saying that there is a liver problem." Olson
said, but lie addpd that now.:they are no longer certaiii whethe
r it
is cancer
There is no known cure for AIDS, which weakens and eventua
lly destroys the body's immune system.
AIDS clinical research centers have been established at UCLA
and University of California-San Francisco. UC spokeswoman
Valerie Sullivan said in Berkeley.
Hudson had been in an isolation unit at the American Hospita
l
in the Paris suburb of Neuilly but had not been treated
for AIDS
since he was admitted July 21, said spokeswoman Yanou
Collart,
countering reports that the actor was given HPA 23,
an experimental drug not available in the United States.
The most common victims of AIDS are homosexuals,
intravenous drug users and hemophiliacs. The disease is believe
d
to be spread through sexual contact, contaminated'needles
and
blood transfusions.
Last Thursday, Ms. Collart,disclosed that Hudson was diagnos
ed more than a year ago as having AIDS and that doctors
at the
American Hospital had discovered liver abnormalities. By
Monday, it remained unclear if the liver ailment was linked to
AIDS.
Ms. Collart said Hudson remained in stable condition, the same
term used to de§cribe him since Thursday

Elsewhere...
By The Ameociated Press

HELSINKI, Finland — Their countries at odds over
a Moscow
nuclear test moratorium proposal, U.S. Secreta
ry of State
George P. Shultz and Eduard A. Shevardnadze, the Soviet
foreign
minister, spoke at a conference marking the 10th anniver
sary of
the 1975 Helsinki Accords.
WASHINGTON — The White House beat the Kremli
n to the
punch by first revealing — and then immediately rejecti
ng — a
Soviet proposal for a ban on nuclear weapons testing
hythe two
superpowers.
CAPE CANAVERAL,Fla. — Scientists aboard the space
shuttle. working at low altitude after the harrowing shutdo
wn of one
of Challenger's three main engine, activated experim
ents today
as flight officials assess the impact of a one-third
loss of
maneuvering fuel.
WASHINGTON — Some of President Reagan's Republi
can
allies are bitterly questioning his leadership after he
sent the
latest congressional budget effort into a tailspin by rejecti
ng a
Senate deficit-reduction proposal for higher taxes and a
delay in
Social Security increases.
TOKYO — Prime Minister Yasuhiro Nakasone launche
d a new
program aimed at opening Japan's markets to more imports
in
an attempt to head off mounting international opposit
ion to
Japanese trade policies.
SAN SALVADOR. El Salvador — Every week about
100
Salvadorans get a one-way ticket back into the eye of the Central
American storm. Deported from the United States as unwant
ed
illegal aliens, they are streaming in to San Salvador
International Airport not knowing what to expect.
NEW YORK — The patients of a controversial Bahama
nian
cancer clinic dispensing drugs possibly contaminated with
AIDS
virus are remaining fiercely loyal to the clinic and its
director
despite the threat of contamination.
SAN DIEGO — A fast-thinking orangutan's repeated escapes
from his enclosure at the San Diego Zoo have keepers determi
ned
to figure out how the 15-year-old beast named Ken Allen has
twice
bolted lockup in the past six weeks to stroll among zoo
visitors.
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Board approves personnel changes
By MELINDA WIGGINTON
Staff Writer
At a meeting last night of Murray school board members, an
early executive session was called to evaluate school superintendent Robert Glin Jeffrey.
Later in the evening, several
personnel changes were approved. Nancy Thurman was hired
as part-time kindergarten and

remediation teacher, and Carla
Rexroat as second grade
teacher at Luther Robertson
Elerri,
mtarv. Beverly Wyatt will
be a part-time Chapter I elementary reading teacher and
remediation aide. She was also
appointed to head the KITS
afterschool program.
Sandy Cantrell's teaching
assignment was transferred

from first to second grade.
The board employed two
special education aides, Joinie
Rushing and Teresa Barnett.
Two bus drivers, Dean Ross and
Curtis Gream, were hired along
with driver substitutes Phil
Kilby and James Cavitt.
A 10 cent across-the-board increase was added to all lunch
prices, making costs 90 cents at

MISS
YOUR PAPER!
Subscribers who hove not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30' p.m. Monday Friday or by 3:30 p.m. Saturday
are urged to coil 753-1916 between 5:30, p.m. and # p.m.,
Mendel, through Friday; tat
3:30 p.m. and 4 pr. Saturdays. Office Hours — a.m.-5,
p.m. Monday thru friday,
a.m.-12 p.m. Saterday

the elementary schools, $1 at the
middle school, $1.05 at the high
school, and $1.25 for adults.
The second board meeting of
each month, to be held on fourth
Mondays, will be at the middle
school from September to
December. Its Aug. 8 meeting
was rescheduled to Aug. 12 due
(Cont'd on page 2)

Nichols suit
discussed by
fiscal court
BY KEVIN BOWDEN
Staff writer
A federal law suit, filed by the
John Nelson Nichols estate, was
refiled about two weeks ago in
Paducah Federal Court and has
included additional names of
defendants, according to Rick
Jones. the Murray attorney
representing the Nichols estate.
The suit was prompted by an
accident on July 17, 1984 in
which John Nelson Nichols, an
employee of the Muray Texgas
office, was killed when the
bridge he was crossing, about
six miles south of Murray off
Ky. 121, collapsed and the truck
pinned Nelson underneath.
Originally, a 'Suit was filed
Sept. 21, 1984 charging the
Calloway Fiscal Court with
negligence, but due to unclear
statutes concerning "governmental immunity," a second
suit was filed about two weeks
ago naming past and present individual members of the court
and other county officials, according to Jones.
The second suit is scheduled
(Cont'd on page 2)

Transit-ive worker

Staff photo by David Turk

Murray City Planner Butch Seargent took a close
look through a transit in surveying Glendale Road
Monday afternoon. Seargeant and his crew were
finalizing the design of the water and sewer utilities
before the state construction crews get started on
the Glendale extension to Kentucky 121.

At last, GM makes it official: Tennessee
NASHVILLE, Tenn. 4AP — General
Motors Corp. looked at 60 sites for its $3.5
billion Saturn auto plant before deciding on
Spring Hill, Tenn., and Gov. Lamar Alexander says the decision makes Tennessee
"the best home in America for tomorrow's
jobs."
GM's announcement Monday, an anticlimax after the site selection became nationally known last week. was listed by
company officials as tentative on ironing
out final' agreements. with the state on
roads, employee training and utility costs.
Democratic legislative leaders joined
Alexander on Monday in promising to do
everything possible to make Saturn a Tennessee success.
Alexander unveiled a blue-and-white sign
reading. "Tennessee Welcomes Saturn" a t

Monday's news conference, attended by six
leaders of the General Assembly.
Alexander said he has "no idea" how
much the state might spend to prepare for
the plant.
But he promised state officials would
start "negotiations as early as Wednesday" with GM officials. Tennessee has
spent more than $30 million on roads and
employee training for the Nissan Motor
Corp. assembly plant near here.
Saturn Corp. president William E.
Hoglund and Don Ephlin, vice president of
the United Auto Workers union, were to join
Alexander at a news conference in
Nashville today.
The state is activelyseeking a third auto
piant — a U.S. facility to make midsize
passenger cars for Japan's Toyota Motor

Corp., Alexander said.
"I know something about Toyota, but I
don't ever talk about our industrial prospects until they're ready to announce their
decision," he said.
Thd plant is to bring 6,000 jobs and a $200
million annual payroll to the Maury County
farming community. 40 miles south of
Nashville.
"Saturn does not want a home that
doesn't take into account the water needs,
the training needs of their employees and
the environmental needs of those who are
to work for it," Alexander said "I don't expect that to be a problem."
"The state made no commitments except
an environment in which to make the
highest quality car at the lowest poSsible
cost," the governor said.

Day, evening
MSU classes
are planned
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Both day and evening classes
for the fall semester at Murray
State University will begin on
Monday. Aug. 26.

CLOUDY
Tonight and Wednesday:
continued warm and humid
with a 30 percent chance of
thundershoWers. Low tonight
low to mid 70s. High Wednesday around 90. Light
southwest wind tonight and
Wednesday.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast for
Thursday through Saturday
calls for a- chance of
thuriderstorms on Thursday.
otherwise mostly fair.
LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
358.5
Barkley Lake
358.5

Current registration activity
for the fall will conclude on
Thursday. Aug. 15, and resume
Thursday and Friday. Aug.
22-23. in the Curris Center
ballroom.

SUPER SUMMERDAVS AT MURRAVSTATE ,-'lliarr
en Gantt I left). son oT Dr. and Mrs. Vernon
Gantt of Murray, recently participated in a Super Summer
days course at Murray State University for
grades 3 and 4 titled "The Original War GaMe: Chess."
Under the instruction of Dr. Wayne Bell
(shown) of the mathematics faculty on the campus,
a member of U.S.'Chess Federation and the MSU
Chess Club Adviser, the class learned Movements
and strengths of Individual pieces and allowed
students to develop basic strategy ideas and special Moves.
%r..V.as.
photoh
NtS1

Part-time evening students
may schedule classes and pay
fees from 5 to 7 p.m. Monday
through Thursday, Aug. 26-29,
also in the Curris Center.
Classes will be dismissed on
Monday, Sept. 2, in observance
of Labor Day. The Thanksgiving
holiday period -will be Wedneg.
day through Friday, Nov. 27-29.
Final examinations for the fall._
semester will be Dec. 12-18.
Another important date in the
fall for stuaents 'and alumni is
Saturday. Oct. 5, which has been
(Cobrd on page I)
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Kentucky may still reap benefits from GM Saturn plant
The announcement ended
FRANKFORT. Ky. iAP —
months of speculation, and perKentucky may not have been
sistent reports that Shelbyville,
chosen as the site for the new
;eneral Motors Corp Saturn ,Ky., was among the three
finalists for the project, which is
plant, but state and local ofexpected to bring about 414,000
ficials said it may still reap
jobs to the new manufacturing
sonic- benefits from the carplant, and perhaps double that
making compleN,
many in satellite plants.
General Motors confirmed
But the sense of loss felt by ofMonday reports that Spring Hill,
wan -- - tidal& in-Kentucky
l'eiio south
ed with hope for the future and a
many coosidered the in
w
healthy pride.
dustrial l • atch of the decade

_wastau,ing,

c)f- -;\--a-strvilte

benefits.
the finalists. gives us a pretty
pointed at losing the big one, but
Were giaa we were given
"'There is the possibility of as
good image nationaPy as a good
hopeful of landing some smaller
consideration as a finalist," said
—
even
greater
—
or
great
place to locate industry," Knioeones..
Shelbyville Mayor Neil
economic impact)for Kentucky
ly said. "The whole process was
"We're glad that it will be no
Hackworth in a telephone
from the satellite industries as
good for Kentucky."
more than 80 miles from KenInterview.
from Saturn itself," the Collins
Hackworth said another matucky's -border," Commerce
t'We think this is a real strong
said.
statement
manufacturer is already
jor
Carroll
Knicely
Secretary
said
indication that our community is
During the lengthy selection
looking at a, site within the city
a viable community for industry , in an interview. "That gives us a
process, '<nicely said Kentucky
that could mean an investment
real shot at some of those 14,000
to locate. The overall effort and
received the kind of publicity
of about $50 million.
jobs from satellite plants."
publicity will be positive for us."
buy
among
cannot
that
money
"We may haye lost that one
Martha
Layne
Gov.
Collins,
in
State officials, who held_ouf
4419aturn), but we hop .we win
_
a prepared -staterrrenhereotheed—industriP
hope to the end of landing the
"Being recognized as one of other ones," Hatkworth said.
Knicely•s hopes for residual
Saturn project, were disap-

T_-,04i1peCts_.

U.S. 641 will
haN e detour

Controversial PCB-removal plant
might be welcomed by Paducah

5 641 bet
BENTON, K
—
cell Benton and Hardin will be
dosed at 10 a.m. Thursday for
about two months., due to construction work on the highway's
junction with the new Benton
bypass to the Purchase
Parkway
People who need to get to property- along the closed section
can still use the road, according
to Bryan Stewart. district
highway engineer.'
Through traffic will be
detoured to Ky 15124, also known
as old -641. which joins 641 in
tenton north of• the construction
site and goes to Hardin. Drivers
will use Ky. SO from Hardin to
641
The constructiorf is being done
by Jim Smith Contracting.

PADUCAH, Ky. (AP — A controversial PCB-removal plant
that has been rejected by several other cities might be welcome
in Paducah. Chamber of Commerce officials say.
Union Carbide Co. has asked the city's Industrial Development
Association for- an option to buy 15 acres in an industrial park as a
possible site for the plant.
The $10 million facility would remove polychlorinated
byphenyls from electric power transformers, where the toxic
chemicals are widely used as insulation.
The. federal goverment has ordered the nation's utilities to get
rid of the PCBs in their transformers over the next 10 years, and
Union Carbide sees a big market for handling that task.
The proposed plant would separate PCBs from the rest of the
transformer fluid. The actual chemicals would be taken
elsewhere for incineration.
Chamber of Commerce Director Charles' Deaton said he
belief the
t plant is safe and would be accepted in Paducah.
think the community is going to protest the location of
"I d
the plant here like people have elsewhere," he said in a recent interview. "People in western Kentucky are educated about potentially hazardous chemicals because of the chemical complex in
Calvert City and the Martin Marietta plant."

School hoard—
('ont'd

1iiu classes...

from page 1)

(Cont'd from page 1)
conflict with -a .states
designated as Homecoming.
*.:1*,--ririteridelit's meeting Called
Additional information about
_
by: .elucation., secretary Alice
registration and classes may be
• NI aci)onald.
Also approved by the board
\A ere a
band request to - sell
,donuts. Don Overbey's request
to atterfd a state meeting for
school' board attorneys to be
(Cont'd from page 1)
paid -for by the board, Brenda
for a pre-trial conference before
Cowen - s resignation from the
Judge Edward H. Johnstone On
head start program, and the hirAugust 5 in Paducah Federal
ing of the Nashville architecCourt.
tural firm Gingles and Harm's'
Jones anticipates the two suits
Inc for the 1985-86 school year.
.being consolidated due to their
- The board denied permission
nature.
for the band to - sell ads to local
The recently filed suit promerchants for a game called
mpted the Calloway Fiscal
Trifles- Court to go into executive sesA board retreat was agreed
sion during a special called
1).An for Aug. 10 at the Colonial
meeting Monday afternoon.
House Smorgasbord- as aJudge teorge Weaks and other
prainstorMing session to
members of the fiscal court had
establish Jong-range goals. Jefno comment as they emerged
frey said their primary subject
from the less than hour-long exwill be instruction:

Court...

IN

Two special orientation sessions will be
f- held at MSU's Curris Center on Aug. 16
Two geoup sessions of a
special orientation for adult
students at Murray State
University to familiarize them
with the campus and available
student services are scheduled
on Thursday, Aug. 15.
A session is scheduled from 8
a.m. to noon in the Mississippi
Room of the Curris Center and
will be repeated in the same
location from 6 to 9 p.m. if the
demand is sufficient.
Known as OASIS (Orientation
for Adult Students in School),
the special orientation , is sponsored by the Counseling and
Testing Center and is designed
specifically for the nontraditional or adult student who
does not choose to attend one of
the regular Summer Orientation
sessions for freshman and
transfer students.
Billie Burton, counselor and
coordinator of adult outreach,
said adult students who choose
OASIS must also meet with a

obtained by visiting or calling
the Office of Admissions, First
Floor, Sparks Hall, Murray
State University, Murray, Ky.,
42071, (502) 762-3741 or toll free
In Kentucky 1-800-59213977.
ecutive session.
In' other action dirfing the
court's regular session, the
court approved a resolution to.
participate in a statewide single
family mortgage program.
Calloway joins with 52 other
counties and the city of
Louisville in the program,,which
when it is enacted in late
September, will offer first time
homeowners a 10 percent fixed
rate for home loans.
A'second resolution was also
approved by the court; an inducement resolution allowing
for the sale of industrial
development-'bonds for the construction of a Quality Inn on U.S.
641 in Murray.

SUMMER
CLEARANCE
Sale Prices On All Our
Lawn & Garden Tractors and Accessories
-Baggers-Thatchers-Log Splitters-Disc Cultivators & More
Trade in your used mowers at this sale.
Open Till 6 p.m. every night Mon.-Sat.

Financing on
All Nam
Ingersoll/
Case Lawn and
Garden Tractors

counselor in the Counseling and
Testing Center no later than
Aug. 9 for assistance with the
•
registration iirocess.
She added that anyone who
wishes to attend the adult orientation on Aug. 15 should notify
the Counseling and Testing
Center (502) 762-6851 by Aug. 21.
A panel discussion by current
adult students of their college
experiences will be one of the
highlights of the adult orientation. Adult students will also

University to help with
0 relocation of some jobs
Murray State University has
joined forces with state government in a program to provide
retraining and job relocation
assistance over the next 12 months for approximately 1,0040
unemployed workers in 17 West
Kentucky. counties.
Known as the Murray Slate
University Dislocated Workers
Project, the program of reemployment assistance services
is a joint venture of Murray
State and the Department for
Employment Services (DES) in
the Kentucky Cabinet for
Haman Resources.

Collins signs
education bill,
celebrates
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) —
During her year-long crusade
for better education in Kentucky, Gov. Martha Layne Collins would often read from letters she had received from ordinary citizens on the topic.
And while on trips around the
state, Collins met with people
across the spectrum- of educational and eccinomic
achievement.
Collins drew. sortie- of those
people around her on Monday
when she signed the legislation
that is the crowning achievement of all her effort.
"Today is an occasion for
celebration in Kentucky," Collins said to the approximately
200 people in the crowded
ballroom of the Governor's
Mansion.
Collins applauded the efforts
of thousands of people who had
worked on behalf of education,
in general, and her program, in
particular.
"It took a partnership," Collins said.
While the legislation enacted
during the special session was a
good beginning, Collins said
Kentuckians must make a longterm commitment to improved
schools.
"The real test is going to be
how we follow through ... and
whether we sustain our commitment in the years ahead," she
said.

Fegeral funding for the program, which is available to eligible unemployed workers in the
Purchase and Pennyrile Area
Development Districts, is provided through Title III ofthe Job
Training Partnership Act
( JTPA ) of 1982, according to
Carol Thurmond, field coordinator for the project.
Four Dislocated Worker
Centers operated in conjunction
with local DES offices in
Hopkinsville, Madisonville,
Mayfield and Paducah, along
with mobile teams, will implement the program of services
designed for workers who have
lost jobs as a result of plant closings or major layoffs due to
economic conditions.

Riding Mowers
Starting at

'995

Model (1.0
Pd+ng Mower •

Counties to be served by the
project are Ballard, Caldwell,
Calloway, Carlisle, Christian,
Crittenden, Fulton, Graves,
Hickman, Hopkins, Livingston,
Lyon, Marshall, McCracken,
Muhlenberg, Todd and Trigg.
Services available to
dislocated workers will include
recruitment, assessment, lob
search workshops, job clubs,
basic education an.d GED
preparation, counseling, referral to education and training, information dissemination, ontM-job training, referral to' support services, job development
and placement.
Ms. Thurmond pointed out
that workers who lost their jobs
as long as five years ago may be
eligible in some insta:nces for
services offered through the
MSU Dislocated Workers
Project.
She said ,,paley should contact
one of the four Dislocated
Worker Centers (886-4484 in
Hopkinsville, 825-6516 in
Madisonville, 247-3857 in
Mayfield and 444-8042 in
Paducah) to arrange for
assistance through the project.
Anyone who wishes to obtain
more information about the project or its services may call Ms.
Thurmond or assistant field
coordinator Brian Fox at
762-6464 on the campus.

South Central Bell names Tucker to
Corporate & Community Affairs seat
South Central Bell has named
T. D. (Dwane) Tucker, 40, as
manager of Corporate & Community Affairs in Paducah.
Tucker is responsible for the
company's overall operations

Exhibitors may register
for Labor Day festhal
Exhibitor registration is
under way for the 1985 Labor
Day Arts and Crafts Festival at
the Fenton Activities area in
Land Between the Lakes.
Persons who wish to exhibit in
the Aug. 30 and Sept. 1 festival
should call (502) 362-4282, or
write KWW,Dept. AC5, Route 1,
Grand Rivers, KY 42045 to request information and registration form. Exhibit fee is $22 and
early registration is
recommended.

have an opportunity to tour the
campus, ask questions and meet
other first-time Murray State
adult students.
The $4 cost of the session to be
paid on the day of orientation
covers printed materials and
food.
Anyone wishing to obtain
more information about either
the individual counseling session or the group orientation
may call the Counseling and
Testing Center at (502) 762-6851.

Dwane Tucker

and customer service in the far
western part of the -state. He
also serves as Bell's spokesman.
Tucker was a construction
manager in Paducah before being named to his new position.
He replaces Mike Cassity who
has been named an assistant
vice president for personnel,
budget and forecasting for Bell
In Louisville.
Before joining Bell as a
lineman in 1966, Tucker attended Reidland High School in
Paducah and Paducah Community College. He served in the
Army from 1962 to 1965.
Tucker is active in the
Reidland Middle-High School
Parent-Teacher Organizaton, in
the boys' Paducah-McCracken
County Khoury Baseball
League, and is a deacon and
Sunday school director at
Reidland Baptist Church.
He lives on Route 9 in Paducah
with his wife Valjeane and two
children.
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PERSPECTIVE

Mirrray Ledger 8r Times

garrott's galley

by m.c. garrott

New-collar voters
Speculation concerning
shifting party loyalty and
realignment has persisted
since last November's GOP
landslide. Now, there are
stirrings from a potentially
powerful voting bloc wedged
between the traditional bluecollar voters and the "yuppies." We refer to what has become known as the "new-collar" voters.
Unheralded last year —
perhaps because of the abnormal amount of attention
focused on yuppies — the new
collars are the broad middle
of the baby-boom generation.
They are Americans under 45
years of age with an annual
family income between
$20,000 and $40,000. New collars form the backbone of the
expanding service economy
and are employed in clerking,
secretarial work, insurance
sales, key punch, and similar
occupations.
Their political agenda is
economically oriented. It ineludes low interest rates for
home mortgages, good schools
and day care, increased college aid for their children, and
a cleaner environment.
Politically independent, the
new collars are the swing vot-

•

agree or not
FRANKFORT — Government
is a favorite target for ripoff artists according to recent news
reports, and government food
stamps are likely to become
more so if a report from Attorney General David Armstrong is carried through to the
letter.
Undercover agents from Armstrong's office and the Lexington police department were
instrumental in gaining indictments against 44 person's for
dealing in stolen goods in which
government food stamps were
used as a principal medium of
exchange. Ten others were
charged with receiving stolen
property and drug trafficking.
The undercover operation
covered six months. "This is a
proven team," Armstrong said.
Since 1980 the office's investigations have resulted in nearly 400
arrests in six cities, he claims.
The shocking part of the news
revealed by Armstrong is that
the probe could be the last that
his office will conduct in this
area because the Reagan administration has cut funding for
the program beginning next
Wednesday.
Shocking! Yes.
That is, if he is saying his office won't make an effort in stopping shady dealings in food
stamps unless Uncle Sam furnishes the money to pay for the
effort.
We all understand that
government, at one level or
another, foots the bill for law enforcement, but since when does
it become the option of any law
enforcement agency to pick and
choose what transgressions it
wIl monitor If it is in the purview
of that agency unless some particular agency pays the bill?
This seems to be one of the
evils that federal revenue sharing, started in the 1960s, has
brought upon us.
Governors and mayors
descended on Washington in
force demanding that the
federal government share its
revenue with states and cities to
beat back the recession then
grabbing a strong hold on the
nation:
Opportunistic national politicians loosened the purse strings

ers of the 1980s. They supported President Reagan last year
but are ideologically capricious, leading all voting blocs
in ticket splitting,
New collars make up 15
percent of the electorate.
Whereas yuppie influence was
exaggerated in the last election because of chic, consumptive visibility. There is electoral punch in the new collars,
who outnumber yuppies 6-1.
That's why the major parties have strong interest in
their views and trends. Deputy
Treasury Secretary Richard
Darman calls them the "quiet
populists" and believes they
could help the GOP acquire a
grassroots majority. On the
other hand, the Democrats, in
the throes of an identity crisis
and wr4cked by defections to
the GOP, need the new collars
to help forestall a repeat of
four out of the last five national elections.
Some observers think newcollar voters can influence future elections as did blue-collar voters in the past. In an
age of unfocused political loyalty, the new collar is an electoral force to be reckoned
with.

by s.c. van curon
for all sorts of programs at the
local level, some of them for
employment efforts of all sorts,
from youth through, CETA, and
even block grants with no strings attached.
Local and state governments
have gotten used to Washington
paying the bill for all sorts of
programs they could dream up
to get these handouts. Now, it's
no ticket, no laundry. •
It seems to me that too many
local officials are becoming experts at dodging not only their
legal duties but their duties as
citizens.
If law violations are evident, it
becomes the duty of the citizen
to report it to proper authorities
whose responsibility it is to take
action provided under the laws
of this land. A citizen is liable, at
least morally, for withholding
such information.
The Attorney General's office
should share its resources with
that of other law enforcement
agencies in curbing and controlling crime in the Commonwealth
of Kentucky.
One of the troubles with the
revenue sharing program is that
too much was expected and the
federal government finally had
to say, there is a limit to new
programs and curtail the
handouts.
Stopping the flow of mianey is
not a license for any law enforcement agency to refrain
from carrying out its mission
the best possible with the
resources,at hand.
Attorney General Armstrong
should clarify his statement.

thoughts in season
by Ken Wolf
If anyone but a philosopher had
written these words, we would accuse them of sour grapes or ill
will:
The point of philosophy is to
start with something so
simple as not to seem worth
stating and to end with
something so paradoxical
that no one will believe it.
This admission--if that is what
it is--was made by the brilliant
and sometimes outrageous
British philosopher Bertrand
Russell

Here's how, in 1922, a Centre College
student introduced bridge to Murray
4
If you've been around Murray
before, organized what is confor a long time and enjoy playsidered today to be the first mixing bridge, chances are you t. ed bridge club in Murray.
have Wells Purdom, Sr., to
Its player-members included:
thank for your pastime.
George and Lochie Hart, Wells
In 1922, Wells was a student at
and Mary Belle Overbey, Euel
Centre College in Danville when
and Birdie Vaughn Howton, L.J.
he was introduced to, and began
and Mellie Hortin, Waylon and
playing what they called "aucMary Rayburn as well as Wells
tion bridge." a fore-runner of
and Alice. Once a month, the
the present "contract" form of
began to meet and play.
the popular card game. He
Today, Wells and Alice play
remembers how he and his
bridge regularly almost every
classmates used to play into the
Thursday night at the Holiday
wee hours of the morning many
Inn with a large group of their
a night.
friends, most of whom are conWhen he came home to Mursidered real experts at the
ray for his summer vacation
game.
that year, he found only three
Also, Wells, who is well known
others IQ town who knew enough
for his local farming,
about bridge to play the game —
automotive and other business
Jeff Rowlett and two sisters,
interests, occasionally joins
May and Frankie Dale.
some of his "old buddies" for a
Soon, they were playing
few hands during an afternoon
regularly, and word of the new
at one of their homes — especialcard game spread across the
ly during the winter months.
community. Several people exRegular players at these sespressed an interest in it, and a
sions have included J. Matt
desire-to-know more about it.
Sparkman, Lou Hicks, John
Among these was Mrs. O.J.
Riefel, Warren Gilbert, Audrey
Jennings, Kerby's mother. She
Simmons, L.D. Miller, Cook
was in a small group of friends,
Sanders and others.
a club of sorts, along with Elmus
"I really love to play bridge,"
Beale, Mrs. Gladys Scott, Mrs.
Wells told me the other day after
Opal Fulton and some others.
sharing with me memories of his
• • •
early playing days at Centre
Mrs. Jennings asked Wells if
College, "because it makes you
he Would come to the Jennings
think. It makes you keep your
home some afternoon and teach
mind active, and when you get.
her and her friends how to play
my age, that's • pretty
the game. He did, and it wasn't
important."
long before more and more peo• • •
ple became interested in the new
Those of you Who patiently
game and betan to study and
have suffered through a session
play it.
of bridge with me — and thank
It wasn't until 1929, however, the Lord your numbers are few
that he and Alice, a Mayfield
— are well aware that's one
girl he had married the year game which definitely is not my
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bag.
The Lord knows I have tried to
learn how to play it, though.
Even took weekly lessons on
more than one occasion, and
repeatedly tried not to embarass
my little wife any more than
necessary when we were invited
out to play.
I well remember one evening
not long after we had moved to
Murray when we were invited to
someone's home — I can't recall
whose — to play bridge. There
was a big bunch of folks there
when we arrived: enough for
four or five tables. That in itself
almost sent me into shock.
• • •
We were about ready to start
when I found myself — having
drawn one of those little
"tallies" with a number on it —
directed to a particular table
along with another man and two
ladies, one of whom was Mrs.
Madge Diuguid.
Now, get the picture. Here is
Mrs. Diuguid, who is and long
has been considered one of the
best bridge players in town, with
a fellow who hardly knows one
card from another as her partner in a game where the idea is
to get a lot of points.
We "howdyed" and became
engaged in the usual idle chatter
while the cards were being expertly shuffled and dealt, the
sides properly noted on the scoring pad; the pencil correctly
placed along side it and the second deck of cards shuffled and
pur next to one side ready to be
dealt for the next hand.
We talked about several
things, one of which was my golf
game..The man at the table had

NEW YORK( AP — You get a
lot less house for the price these
days because the prices of lots
and fees connected with them
are going up, so much so that in
some areas they now constitute
45 percent of new house prices.
The news is particularly
unsettling for buyers who had
anticipated stable home prices
after the big runup of the past
few years. But the sad truth

Ten years ago
Construction has begun on the
new 24,500 square foot building
for the plant of Sager Glove
Company on Old Highway 641
North.
Steve McCipston of Calloway
County,Thresident of Kentucky
Federation of Future Farmers
of America, is pictured witA
Secretary of Agriculture Earl L.
Butz and Thomas A. Murphy,
chairman of General Motors,
during a recent State Presidents
Conference in Washington, D.C.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Miller,
July 21.
The Murray Banditos will be
playing in the State Junior
American Softball Association
Tournament, Aug. 1 to 3, in Murray. They Will play Ohio County
All-Stars on Aug. i. Red
Overbey and Steve Grogan are
coaches for the Banditos.
Twenty years ago
The Murray Pony League AllNENAJ °WPC T4S Stars beat Paducah Nationals 13
tei NEVIS SERVICE to 0 to advance to finals of
district play. but lost to Paducah
All-Stars 6 to 1 in the finals.
Steve Ernstberger and Allen
Grogan were pitchers for Murray for the two games.
Capt. Thomas M. Schlaah. an
assistant professor of military
science at Murray State College,
while their personal incomes
has been awarded Army Comrose, thus making housing
mendation Medal for excepaffordable.
tionally meritorious service
Now, however, the rise in lot
while serving with U.S. Army
prices is tending to offset the adROTC Instructor Group at Fort
vantage. In areas of San Diego
Hayes, Columbus, Ohio.
and San Francisco the lot share
Marriages announced include
of housing prices is now up to 40 Martha Perkins to Terry Farris
percent to 45 percent, said
on July 17 and Carolyn Murdock
Ferguson.
to Michael Manning on July 14.
Lot costs over the years have
been a growing factor in housing
Thirty years ago
prices, not simply because of
Pfc. Joe R. Dyer. son of Mrs.
speculation but because of rising
Elsie M. Dyer, recently attendcosts of converting raw land.
ed Armed Forces Far East and
Among other things. enEighth Army Football Coaches
vironmental fees and regulaClinic in Yokohoma, Japan.
tions, . and increasingly strict
A contract for construction on
Shiloh Road in Calloway County
sewer and water regulations,
has been awarded by Kentucky
had added to builders' costs.
Department of Highways.
In some instances, the
Capt. William Wallace and
availability of lots near large
cities is so scarce that builders
Mrs. H.T. Waldrop were
must consider difficult sites. In
speakers at a meeting of Murray,
San Diego, the study found.
Rotary Club held at Murray
almost half of new land is on
Woman's Club House.
, hillside or.. canyon, adding to
Births reported include a boy
development costs.
to Mr. and Mrs.,Edrick Owen on
The survey found thgie
July 2,4.
minimum costs for singleMiss Wanda Diuguid,
family lots near other large
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Rex
cities:
Diuguid of Murray. is a student
New York, $40,000:
nurse at Lakeland Hospital,
Washington, D.C. $30,000;
Louisville.
Philadelphia, Norfolk, Va.,
Fidelia Austin, daughter of
Phoenix, St. Petersburg, Fla.,
Mrs. Lucille Austin and the late
Seattle $25,000; Tampa, Fla.
A.B. Austin, has been awarded
the annual scholarship by Home
$20.000. and -Chicago. Fort
Worth, Texas, and MinneapolisEconomics Club at Murray
St. Paul $19,000.
State College.

by john cunniff

Ifirt

seems to ,ti
be.
pt lot prices are
likely to pr ent bargains from
becomink vailable.
"The under-324,000 builder's
lot is becoming a disappearing
species," says Dallas-based
Lomas & Nettleton, the mortgage banker that regularly
surveys real estate markets,
and once a year conducts a
study of housing lot prices.
In 14 of 32 markets surveyed,
said Wayne Ferguson, a company executive, it has become
nearly impossible to find a
single-family, detached lot for
$24,000 without traveling miles
beyond established residential
areas.
In the Boston area, where land
and lot prices have jumped 150
percent M three years — and 30
percent to 50 percent between
last summer and early this year
— single-family lots 75 minutes
from downtown begin at $40,000.
he said.
.
In contrast, lot prices in
'almost all Sunbelt markets are
flat after having risen at 50 percent to 100 percent rates a year
ago. tie named Dallas: Denver:
Norfolk. Va.; Orlando. Fla.;
Phoenix, Ariz.; and San An4
(onto, Texas.
• The rising costs Of lots comes
as parkicularly unpleasint news
for many young families who
had watched interest rates fall
and materials costs stabilize

heard that I enjoyed golf and
was thoughtful enough to ask me
briefly about that. There
definitely was little I could intelligently talk with him about
bridge.
• • •
Then we were picking up and
arrangin our cards — all the
hearts in one group, the spades
in another, the diamonds in
another and the clubs in
another.
Without looking up from her
cards, Mrs. Diuguid, who, unfortunately, had drawn me for her
first partner of the evening,
quietly and sweetly asked, "Mr.
Garrott, do you play a short
club?"
Being somewhat short of
stature and with my mind still in
golf gear, I replied without any
hesitation, "no, Ma'am. Just the
standard length."
For a moment, a death-like
stillness settled over the other
tables, but Mrs. Diuguid very
graciously never looked up. just
kept on arranging and studying
her cards in considering her
opening bid.
That was a real boo-boo on my
part, because she had asked me
If I played some particular
phase of bridge known as "a
short club," while I thought she
was referring to the clubs I use
in playing golf. In bet she is still
tring to figure out that reply.
• • •
Anyway, it didn't take long for
word to get around town after
that — only half the Garrotts
play bridge. Cathryn does and
loves it, but M.0 doesn't even
know what is meant by "a short
club."

looking back

Lot costs hike new house prices
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Support group will meet

Free physicals Thursday

Bereavement Support Group will meetr
Wednesday, July 31, from 9:30 to 11:30 a.m. in
third floor classroom of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. This is a weekly group meeting for
anyone experiencing grief from a recent loss. Informal group sessions include sharingVne and
discussiontytthgrief-process

Free physical examinations to any boys and
girls desiring to participate in athletics or
cheerleading at Murray Middle School will be'
provided, according to John Hina, principal. The
date for the free examination will be Thur4day.
Aug. 11.at 6 p.m, In Murray
Physical examination laboratory Work. must be
done prior to the Thursday exam. Lab work can
be on any Tuesday, Wednesday or Thursday
from 8 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. at the Calloway County
Health Center, North Seventh and Olive Streets.
Physicals are required for the following activities at MMS: Seventh and eighth grade football, fifth and sixth grade intramural footbal,
seventh and eighth grade basketball, track and
cheerleading.

Sciniiiar is scheduled
The Kentucky Genealogical Society will present its 11th Annual Genealogical Seminar on
Saturday. Aug. 10. at the Capitol Hotel, Wilkinson Boulevard, Frankfort. "Kentuckians:
Fightin' and Prayin'.'' which will cover
American Revolutionary and Civil War records
afid church records, will be the seminar theme.
Until Aug. 5, pre-registration price, which includes lunch, is $14 registration at the door is
schedtiled from S.30 a m and costs $1,5 and does
not include lunch. Registration is limited to 350.
Registration forms may be obtained by sending
a self-addressed stamped envelope to The Kentucky Genealogical Society. Box 153. Frankfort,
Ky. 40602
•

Singles plan discussion

The Murray Single . Connection will have its
weekly discussion meeting on Thursday. Aug. 1,
at 7 p.m in third floor classroom, Education
-Building. First United Methodist Church. "Exploring the Unknown- will be the subject for
discussion. This is open to all interested singles.
For information call Jill at 753-1701.

Tennis play Thursday
The Thursday Group of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country Club will play Thursday. Aug. 1, at 9
a.m. at the club courts. Pairings are as follows:
Court One — Sharon Wells, Gail Childress,
Rainey Apperson and Nancy Whitmer; Court
Two — Sheila Farmer, Joni Billington.
Georgianna Moffitt and Emmy Edwards; Court
Three — Donna Keller. Brenda Marquardt,
Sharron Brown and Shirley Horpra,

Bible School planned
Vacation Bible School at Martin's Chapel
United Methodist Church will start Monday,
Aug. 5. and continue through Friday. Aug. 9.
Classes for age 4 through adults will be from 6:30
to 8 p.m., Monday through Friday. The Adult
Class will start at 7 p.m. For more information
contact Hazel Cunningham or Linda Carter.

Mir!
Italian Spaghetti
Special
ONLY $

49

With Garlic Bread
Salad 59 Extra
Inside Dining Only

Free Refills On Drinks

99 Special For Kids

We are pleaqed to
announce
that
Monika West, brideelect of Monroe
Jones, has made her
selection from our
bridal registry for
decorative
accessories. Monika
and Monroe will be
married August 10.

Wednesday 11 AM-10 PM
t oat I h•i, well at home for Mgr, price.

-YofflowSVIEW:F4'31.115$51cFSW:1 5,4VirfilPf

Allison
Thotogfaphy

Houghton-Dial vows solemnized
The welding of Miss
Vickie Jane Houghton
and Jerome Edward
Dial was solemnized on
Saturday, June 22, at
the Murray Woman's
Club House..
Parents of the bride
are Mr. and Mrs.
William Houghton of Rt.
3, Murray.
The groom is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Dial of Kirksey.
John Starks; uncle of
the bride, officiated at
the ceremony said at 1
p.m. Donnie Hendrix
was pianist.
The ceremony was
read in front of the stone
fireplace. The mantle
was adorned with an arrangement of orchid
wild flowers, a white orchid and two candles.
The arrangement was
flanked by two brass
candlesticks. Palms
were used on each side
of the fireplace.
The bride wore a formal gown of white knitted chiffon. A molded
bodice was overlaid
with English net and applied with silk Venise
lace. Schiffli embroidery enhanced the
sheer net yoke and
banded collar. Her
sheer bishop sleeves
were cuffed with Venise
applied English net.
Her flared skirt an.d
semi-cathedral train
were encircled with a
sheer net ruffle and
rows of wedgewood
lace.
She carried a
cascading bouquet of orchids and white roses
accented with tiny gray
wild flowers.
Miss Noreen Herndon
was the maid of honor.
The bridesmaids were
Miss Angie Dial, sister
of the groom, and Miss
Sherri Starks, cousin of
the bride..
The attendants wore
dresses of. orchid taffeta. They were designed with close fitting
bodices and lace
flounces with full side
shirred skirts with double lace ruffles at the
hems and contrasting
white sashes -at thewaist.
Miss Jennifer Kaminski, cousin of the bride,
was flower girl. She
wore a white taffeta
dress with a sheer
overlay, lace capelet,
flounce at the hem and
contrasting orchid sash
at waist.
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Mr. and Mrs. Jerome Edward Dial
The maid of honor, the
bridesmaids and flower
girl carried bouquets of
orchid and white roses.
The groom wore a
dark gray tuxedo with a
white vest, bow tie and
white rosebud
boutonniere.
Bob Dial, brother of
the groom, served as
best man. Groomsmen
were Steve Houghton
and Bob Houghton,
brothers of the bride.
Ushers were Carl
Zelner, cousin of the
bride, and Craig
Garland.
The men attendants
wore dark gray tuxedoes with orchid
cumberbunds, bow tie
and orchid rosebud
boutonnieres.
A reception followed
in the downstairs dining
room of the club house.

Miss Nancy Miller he is employed with Bill
presided at the bridal Houghton Paperhangregister.
ing and Painting of
The couple left later Murray.
for a short wedding trip
The groom's parents,
and now are residing at Mr. and Mrs. Robert
their home in Almo.
Dial, were hosts for the
The bride is the rehearsal dinner held at
granddaughter of Mr. Golden Corral
And Mrs. Bob Starks of Restaurant._
Guymon, Okla., and of
Bridal events held in
Mrs. Mary Houghton honor of the couple inand the late John clude the following:
Houghton of
A shower given by
Philadelphia, Pa.
members of Seventh
The groom is the and Poplar Church of
grandson of Mr. and Christ;
Mrs. Jerome- Gant - at
A household shower
Decatur, Ill., and of given by Christina
Mrs. Ida Dial and the Tubbs and Natasha
late Edward Dial of Tubbs at the CommuniMaroa,
ty Room of North
Both the new Mr. and Branch of Peoples
Mrs. Dial are graduates Bank;
of Calloway County
A personal shower
High School. She is given by Noreen Hernemployed at Huck's don and Nancy Miller at
Convenience Store and the Herndon home.

DAILY
Bargain Matinees
Cheri 8. Cine
All Seats $2.00
1:30, 3:15, 7:00, 8:45
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Koret City Blues...
Take Another Look"

DON AMECHE 1-1
Helping you look your
AT 1:541. 9,30 0%1.1

casual best — that s Koret
City Blues

SILVERADO
control cantor 753.3314

W.)01 love the comfort.
style and trim good looks
of-the new $mooth-ease
.
pant — in softest. prewashed 100% cotton
denim There's a special
stretch waist-band that
slims your waist comfortably. keeps blouses
and tee tops neatly
tucked int
teamed up with Koret's
sporty tartan-trimmed

Let The Professionals At Allison's Photography
Capture :This Very Moment- At Your Fall Wedding.

polo these pants will
become your favorite rtern
44y after day

*Free engagement photo with full coverage wedding. .

_ . Ulaki.y Allison
'Cindy Christman-Veacti •
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Koret City glue..
The Look is Worth It'

102 N. 5th St
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Coming community events are listed
Tuesday, July 30
Murray TOPS (take
off pounds sensibly)
Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Calloway County
Health Center.
---AA will met at 8 p.m.
at American Legion
Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets.
---"Sing Out, Kentucky!" program will be
presented at 8 p.m. in
Conveltition Center, Kentucky Dam State Park.

Tuesday,July 30
Parents Anonymous
will meet from 6 to 8
p.m. For information
call 762-2504.
--7Nickelodean 1985 program will be presepted
at 8 p.m. at Kentucky
Dam Village
Auditorium.
---Officers of Murray
Moose Lodge are
scheduled to meet at 7
p.m.

Travel expert gives
travel packing hints
NEW YORK (AP) ..-Low wedge "comCreating a maximum fort" shoes or leathernumber of outfits with a strap sandals. Their
minimum amount of cohtour bottoms and
clothing is possible if padded soles will
you pack with cushion long walks.
forethought and savvy,
fr•A low-heeled basic
say travel experts.
pump, a classic style
A vacationer can pack that rounds out dress
only what is needed and wear.
carry it comfortably by
When packing, stuff
careful planning, first toes of shoes with
answering these scarves, pantyhose or
questions:
tissue paper to maintain
Where am I going? shape, and wrap loosely
Why am I going? How in plastic bags.
will I get there? When
"Keep in mind how
will I get there? Who new shoes are packed in
will I see? What will I boxes," says Rich
do?
Learn, women's shoe
The answers to these buyer for Kinney Shoes.
simple questions will "They're stuffed with
help to decide what tissue paper ahd Øowel
clothing is appropriate. sticks, packed heel to
Some suggestions for toe and then wrapped
selecting clothing with more tissue
include:
paper."
v•Don't get carried
He stresses that packaway with going away. ing shoes properly is
Resist the temptation to especially important
take-elothe,s that aren't with todars--:popular
really you.
softsided luggage; these
.-- Stick to separates in pieces are very light but
one or two colors. Mix offer little protection for
and match these items a shoe's shape.
to create different
• Shoes should be packoutfits.
ed in the middle of the
.--Make the most of bag. If they are placed
clothes. If one favorite.. at the bottom of the
T-shirt can be a case, Learn points out,
nightgown and a beach the bag is bottom-heavy
coverup, why pack and more difficult to
three items?
carry. And if they are
Be weather-wise. packed on top they will
Climate is fickle, so crush the clothing
pack a warm sweater underneath.
even for the beach and a
For packing, follow
cool blouse even for the these guidelines:
mountains,
Lay all clothing and
.-- Accessorize other items on a bed.
everything. Diversify
rInterfold all heavier
outfits by packing a items such as slacks,
selection of scarfs, ties jackets and skirts with
and jewelry.
another article of
For women, what clothing or with dry
shoes to pack is a big cleaner plastic bags to
decision- For
_ two-. _prevent wrinkles.
week trip, three pairs,
v•Place heavy items
of the following types, such as blow dryers and
should do:
toiletries in the middle
All-around athletic of the suitcase to preshoes. Ideal for walking, vent clothes from
they're lightweight and sliding and wrinkling.
comfortable.

Two Murray students
attend KASC meeting
Two students from the ideas which they can apMurray area par- ply to their home
ticipated in a summer schoOls and student
conference sponsored councils.
by the Kentucky
Throughout the week,
Association of Student the students
attended
Councils. The con- workshops on
motivaference was held July 20 tion, fund-raising
and
to 25 at Centre College, community service
acDanville.
tivities, planning and
One hundred and fifty- understanding the
roles
two studeps from 34 and responsib
ilities of
junior an senior high student governm
ent ofschools throughout Ken- ficers. K.A.S.C
. partucky were selected to ticipants stayed in camattend the week-long pus dormitories during
conference.
the week and all proStudents from the grams and activitie
s
Murray area were were held in campus
Marla Ford, daughter of facilities.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy
This is the seventh
Ford, and Robin consecutive
year that
Williams, daughter of the Kentucky AssociaDr. and Mrs. Robert tion of Student Councils
Williams.
has held its summer
The conference was conference at Centre
aimed at polishing the College, a four-year,
participant's leadership coeducational
liberal
skills and giving them arts college.

Tuesday,July 30
Tenth meeting of
Summer Youth Series
will be at 7:30 p.m. at
Central Church of
Christ, Paducah.
- -Wednesday,July 31
Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
for activities by senior
citizens.
Ladies day events at
Oaks Country Club will
include golf at 9 a.m.
and bridge at 9:30 a.m.
---Golf play for ladies of
the Murray Country
Club will start at 8 a.m.
Health Express of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital will be at
Larry Seay's Market at
Lynnville from 9 to 11
a.m. and at Tr -City
Grocery at Tr -City
from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m.
---"Sing Out, Kentucky!" program will be
at 8 p.m. at Kenlake
State Park;
Applica-tions for 1985
Quota Deer Hunts (gun
and bow) must be mailed or hand-delivered to
LBL's Wildlife Management Office at Golden
Pond, North or South
Welcome Stations or
Golden Pond Visitor
Center by 3:30 p.m.
today.
---Bereavement Support
Group will be at 9:30
a.m. and Diet and
Diabetes weekly
meeting will be at 2
p.m., both in third floor
classroom of MurrayCalloway County
Hospital.
---Events at Calloway
Public Library will include Parents and Twos
at 9;30 a.m. and Story
Hours at 10:30 a.m. and
3:30 p.m.
---Thursday, Aug. 1
Health Express of
Murray-Calloway County .Hpspital will be at

lodge of Woodmen of the
World or have parents
or legal guardians who
are members of a Kentucky lodge.
Buford Hurt, a
graduate of Kirksey
High School and Murray
State University, was
principal at Hazel High
School before going with
Woodmen of World. At
ther-ttriTe-of his death, he
was Kentucky manager
of Woodmen of the
World.

His wife is the former
Stella Ray. Their two
sons are Harold Hurt,
local attorney, and Dr.
Richard Hurt at Mayo's
at Rochester, Minn
Mrs. Hurt and her
family have been invited to the I'inners'
Circle event in the Curris Center BallrOom,
MSU,--en Sunday. A1W25. This will be to honor
scholarship recipients
and to pay tribute to the
scholarship donors.

Louis L'Amour
5. "The Cider House
Rules," John Irving
6. "If Tomorrow
Comes," Sidney Sheldon
7. "Lonesome Drive,"
Larry McMurtry
8. "Footfall," Niven
and Pournette
9. "Thinner," Richard
Bach
10. "We Hold the
Dream," Barbara
Taylor Bradford

NON-FICTION
1. "Yeager: An
Autobiography,"
Yeager and Janos
2 "Iacocca," Lee
Iacocca
3. "A Passion for Excellence," Peters and
Austin
4. "Dr. Beger's Immune Power Diet,"
Stuart Berger, M.D.
5. "Smart Women,
Foolish Choices,"

Cowan & Kinder
6. "The Mick," Mantle and Gluck
7. "Nothing Down,"
robert G. Allen
8.. ''Martina,"
Navratilova and Vecsey
9. "The. Frugal
Gourmet," Jeff Smith
10. "Nutcracker,"
Shama Alexander
(Courtesy of Time,
weekly magazine)

UK Alumni meeting to be at Fulton

Greenwood
7. "Highwa4yman,"
3. "Old Hippie," The Nelson, Kristofferson.
Bellamy Brothers
8. "Lasso the Moon,"
4. "Forty Hour Gary Morris
Weeh;
'Alabama
9. "Hello Mary Lou"
5. "I'm For Love," The Stat/er Brothers
Hank Willliams Jr.
10. "I Don't Think I'm
6. "She's Single Ready for You
Yet,"
Again," Janie Fricke
Anne Murray

want to discuss with our
alumni," Singletary
said.
"We want to keep our
alumni informed and we
want to seek their help
on these issues," added
Singletary.
Singletary will make
a presentation at all the
meetings by way of
recorded video 'tape,

and representatives of
the university will be on
hand to explain the
issues and answer questions about them.

"We are urging our
alumni to. turn out for
these scheduled
meetings," Singletary
said..

Jeans For School?
The Place - Country Jeans
Summer Tops & Blouses 20%
IR'S Sunset Blues & Chic Jeans
18.95
Navy Checked & Striped baggies
8.00
Size 7-8 thru 13-14

Pastel Cropped Pants
Reg. '1895 Now 1695
Sample Blouses:
By Miss Fashionality
Long & Short Sleeve
Fall Colors

s
sr

II

Lindsay Lawson
Age 3
Daughter of
Randy & Brenda
Lawson

Sizes 9-10

"Watch Our.
Baby Grow"
Portrait
Club

Only M2°0 & 9295
July 18 thru Aug. 17.
Buy A pair of Jeans.
Register for Free Pair
First Weeks Winner Loretta Barrow
Second Weeks Winner Phyllis Furgerson

Wednesday is
Tot's Day
Special Packages
Crarerial

ARTC RAFT
PHOTOGRAPHY
753-0035

Country Jeans

Thurs. & Fri. 12-5, Sat. 9-5
'-Miles 94 East
_.„
Murray
759-1062

I JOIN NOW AND SAVE 50%
Cu'.
nautiIu
AEROBIC & FITNESS CENTER

For Men & Women

Innitt & Out«. Thighs
dommossor

Club NAUTILUS Aerobic-Fitness Center is proud
to announce its OPENING Mon., July 29th
12th si
at 1415 Olive St., Murray across from Ordway
Hall.
The 1st 100 people
t
will receive 50% off our
Aub
annual membership fees.
NAUTILUS

Call 753-6515
Membership Includes

\.k I I ° /„.

CALL-7;..
Pvo,.
boArt

Unlimited Use:
•Nautilus
•Lifecycles
•Aerobics Available
•Open 6 days a week

selected entries are exhibited at the Peoples
First National Bank and
Trust Company, Fourth
and Kentucky Avenue.
Paducah, through Tuesday, Aug. 6.
Other winners included Barbara Frank of
Mayfield; Carcrle
Madison, Corbin
Meriwether, Douglas
Painter, Don Leeper.
Jerry CoOper, Mark
Roberts, Mariann
Lankton and Vicki
Russell, Paducah.
Jerry Martin, M.D.,
Bowling Green; Wayne
Travis, Calvert City.

National Merit semifinalist.
The Buford Hurt
Memorial Scholarship
was established as a
cooperative effort of the
Kentucky State
Jurisdiction of, the
Woodmen of the, World,
the Murray State
University- Alumni
Association and the
-Recipients must be
Kentucky residents and
members of a Kentucky

Best selling books of week named

A ward winners listed
Grand Award winner
in the 1985 Paducah
Summer Festival Photo
Contest was Lesli
McNichols of
Metropolis, Ill. The winning photograph was of
a cat sitting in sunlight
as It came through a
window.
This year's Photo
Contest, sponsored by
Paducah Summer
Festival and The
Camera Shop, had a
wide range of entries
with photographs
entered from Illinois
and ate far away as
Bowling Green.
Winning entries and
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Snellen to receive Hurt scholarship

Thursday, Aug. 1
Ellis Center from 1 to 3
David Louis Snellen, a
p.m.
senior at Eastern High
---The Single Connection School, Louisville, has
will meet at 7 p.m. in been named to receive
third floor classroom, the $1,000 Buford Hurt
Education Building, Memorial Scholarship
from Murray State
First United Methodist
University.
Church.
The son of Ronald L.
---and Bonnie E. Snellen,
.1t.inior Golf Tolimament will be at 9 a.m. at 12526 Echo Bridge Rd.,
Louisville, he ijnranked
Murray Country Club.
In
the top 3 pMeenLpf
---_
Mixed Doubles Tennis the students graduating
will be played at 6:30 from Jefferson County's
p.m. at Murray Country 20 high school. He is a
Club.
---AA and Al-Anon will
have closed meetings at
8 p.m. at First Christian
Best selling books for
Church, Benton. For in- week of
July 28 as
formation call 753-0061, releas
ed by Time
762-3399, 753-7764 or
Magazine are as
753-7663.
follows:
---FICTION
"Sing Out, Ken1. "Skeleton Crew,"
tucky!" program will be Stephen
King
presented at 8 p.m. at
2. "The Fourth DeadLake Barkley State ly Sin,"
Lawrence
Park.
Sanders
---3. "The Hunt for Red
Nickelodean 1985 pro- October,"
Tom Clancy
gram will be presented
4. "Jubal Sackett,"
at 8 p.m. at Kentucky
Dam Village
Auditorium.
---Junior Golf will be at 9
a.m. at Oaks Country
University of KenClub.
tucky Alumni are being
- -Murray Women of the Invited to attend a
Moose are scheduled to special meeting on
meet at 8 p.m. at lodge Thursday, Aug. 8, at 7
p.m. in the North Colhall.
lege Community Center,
--Murray Civitan Club Fulton.
This for for alumni
Will meet at 7 p.m. at
Homeplace Family from Calloway, Fulton,
Gtaves and' Hickman
Restaurant.
'counties. Thousands of
---Free physical ex- UK alumni will be
aminations for students meeting that same night
in athletics and at 35 different locations
cheerleading at Murray all over the state.
The meetings - callMiddle School will start
at 6 p.m. at school gym. ed Alumni Rally Nights_
- are being held to
- --Mothers Day-Out. will discuss important
start at 9 a.M. at First issues facing the university, according to UK
Baptist Church. z,
President Otis
---Senior citizens ac- Singletary.
tivities will he from 10 - "There are proposals,
a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel being made by the Counand Douglas Centers cil on Higher Education
and from 10 a.m. to 3 and issues that will face.
the next Kentucky
p.m. at Ellis Center.
_ _
•
'Legislature which we

Cbuntrv-ivestern records for week named
Best-selling countrywestern records of the
week of July 28 based on
Cashbox magazine's nationwide survey were as _
- 1. "Love Don't Care,"
Earl Thomas Conley
2. "Dixie Road," Lee
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•Olympic Free Weights
•Universal 10 Station
•Expert Supervision
•Special Student Rates

1

Moulds+
hIluirolos
11)

•

4ritati
111

JOIN
Pre -Opening Hours:
10 a.m.-8 p.m.

NOW

AND SAVE!

club

nautilu)

club NAUTILUS is a part of the
Nautilus Sports Fitness Center in
Paducah, established in 1978

AEROBIC & FITNESS CENTER

For Men & Women
1415 Olive St., Murray

it

Call
753-6515
JOIN NOW & SAVE
WA
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Diplomacy, military expertise drew GM to Tennessee
NASHVILLE, Term. (AP —
says TennesseP-A relied on its
Tennessee's coup in capturing
central location, the Nissan
the General Motors Corp. Saturn
vehicle plant it already has and
car complex was due in large
retired Marine Corps Lt. Col.
part to quiet diplomacy, behindBill Long, who works for the
the-scenes military precision
state trying to attract industry.
and a nonstop sales job, officials
Drawing on his military exsay.
perience, Long established a
Some governors of the 36
Saturn operations center and
states seeking Saturn conducted
first traveled to Detroit to talk
televised news conferences, apwith GM officials in February
peared on national TV talk "This is a very professional
shows and rented Detroit department," said Long.
billboards to promote their '"Es7eryone in it, from Mystlf to
states.
the man who delivers our mail.
But Gov.. Lamar AlAander is No. 1 a salesman for Ten-

nessee and No. 2 whatever his or
her job calls for.".
Tennessee industry-hunters
first contacted GM in 1982, two
years before the company announced its plans for Saturn
Corp.. which- is designed to use
high-technology manufacturing
in an effort to beat Japanese
automakers at their own game.
At the time of the initial contact, Nissan Motor Manufacturing Co. was building it.1 light
truck plant near Srii -ria —
about 30 miles southwest of
Nashville.

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT — INVESTMENTS

Stock Market
•1.68
56 -51
16 unc

Jerrie()
Kmart
JCPenney
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Scientific•Atlanta
Sears'
Texaco
Time Inc
U.S.Tobaceo
Wal-Mari
Wendy's
C.E.F. l'ield

WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476

On Monday, GM announced
plans to build the $3.5 billion
Saturn plant in the tiny farming
community of Spring Hill —
about 30 miles south of
Nashville.
"A little friendly,competition
Coble ,G. Irby, 69, of 250 Fairwill be healthy for both Nissan
view St., Paris, Tenn., died Monand Saturn," said Alexander,
day morning in the emergency
noting that the location of the
room at Henry County Medical
Nissan plant was another attracCenter there.
tion of the Saturn project.
The deceased was a retired
Alexander says both cornP-.
71lieve. of..0044-1..:41...:.:740 He
icranieslike'rehrieWe
was a member of Trinity United
within 500 miles of 76 percent of
Methodist Church, a veteranof
the population of the United
World War II and of Holly SprStates.
ings Masonic Lodge No. 146 at
"J thank God and our founding Henry,
Tenn.
fathers for providing us with our
Born Nov. 9, 1915, in Henry
central location," Alexander
County, he was the son of the
said. He might also thank
late Alfred Smith Irby and Minformer U.S. Sen. Albert Gore
nie Ethel Bucy Irby.
Sr., father of the state's current
He is survived by his wife,
junior senator, for promoting Mrs.
Guylia B. Gaddy Irby, to
legislation in the '60s that led to
whom he was married on Aug.
the interstate highway system.
16. 1941; three daughters, Mrs.
Three interstate highways — 24,
Debbie Villaflor of Murray, and
40 and 65 — intersect. at nearby Mrs.
Barbara Skelley and Mrs.
Nashville.
Janice Hudgins, both of Paris.
In seeking the Saturn project,
Also surviving are one sister,
Alexander, a Republican, never
Mrs. Gladys Wiggins, McKenwent to. Detroit.
zie, Tenn.; three brothers,
Robert Irby and Jim Irby,
Henry, Tenn., and Archie Irby,
Paris; six grandchildren.
Fedenal-Slate Market ew• SerN ler .1u1) 31, 19/15
He was preceded in death by
kentuck) Purchase Area Rog Market Report In
chides Ii Busing Stations
three sisters and two brothers.
Receipts: 4ct. DOD Est. 4011 Harrow. & (jilts tulh
The funeral will be Wednes.75 Suss. steadt ti IMO lower decline general on
weights tusder 5110
day at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
I• 1 2 210 240 lb...
$42.511 43.011
McEvoy Funeral Home, Paris.
I.'.. 43.2.5
I • 1 2 20D 210 lb*
$4 1.511 42.511
The Rev. George Archer and the
I • 2 3 210-2.'.)) lb...
$42.1111 42.50
Rev. Jack Dickerson will
15 34 250 2711 lb,
141.110 42.011
Sow,
officiate.
12 250:4,544
831.1111 32.011
Burial will follow in
I• 1 3 Mal 4511 lb..
831.511 32.011
Maplewood Cemetery, Paris.
IS 1 3 4511 500 lb*.
$32.00 34.011
S 1 3 5011.85t1 lb*
833.50 36.541
Friends may call at the
I 5 2-3 300 51111 lb...
$30.511 31.50
funeral home.
Misr*. $25.54) 64,04)

Cobie G. Irby
dies Monday

Schroeder
may visit
hometown

JASPER,Ind.(AP) —
1293,8 • 1/4 Artificial
heart patient
19% -3/8 William
Schroeder may
35
visit his hometown of
21's
-I
49 -5,8 Jasper
this weekend for
287,
8 +/
1
4
395
• 1'$
the first time since his
347
+ I8
4838 'I
13' 4 unc
131/4 +'2 operation eight months
ago, his son said.
233,8 unc
35% + 1
The family is planning
371/2 + t 8
14 unc
the 90-mile trip from
No Trades
57% unc
Humana Hospital
4338 +/
1
4
36% - 1 g
Audubon in Louisville.
101,2 unc
475,41
1 2
Ky
.
., to the southern In32% • 1 g
173,8 une
diana town to attend an
45 -51
'7.01
annual summer
45 •5/g
festival, Mel Schroeder
31% .1/4
said Monday.
241/
1
2 -1
/
4
Heart surgeon
William C. DeVries has
given permission for the
visit, if Schroeder is
STOCKS — MUNICIPAL BONDS — MUTUAL FUNDS
strong enough, Mel
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC
Schroeder said.

ladustrial Average
Air Products
Apple Computer
American Telephone
Briggs 41: Stratton
Chrysler
Cracker Barrel
Dollar Gen. Store
Durakon
E-Z-Em Inc.
Ford
Forum Group
G.A.F.
General Motors
GenCorp. Inc.
Goodrich
Goodyear .

OBITUARIES

Market listed

•

JUST BECAUSE

IT'SYELLOW DOESN'T
MEAN IT'S
SOUTH CENTRAL BELL
YELLOW PAGES.
rfilE

Why take a walk into unknown territory?
A lot of books are using the famous walking
fingers. But there's only one original. The
proven winner—the South Central Bell Yellow
Pages. The Real Yellow Pages.
The South Central Bell Yellow Pages is
the book people in Murray have learned to
depend on for complete,reliable buying
information. And it goes to just about everyone who has a phone—even newcomers who
could be your new customers.
With 75 years of experience behind
them,our representatives from L.M.Berry
& Company can show you how to put
the South Central Bell Yellow Pages
to work for your business.
So when it comes to the best buy
for your advertising dollar, make
sure you advertise in the Real Yellow
Pages from South
Central Bell. We've
got a record of
performance you
can't walk away
from.And that's
a fact.

South Central Bell
Yellow Pages
pubirsh84,by Be44Sotgt Advpr,r5Ing

I.
•

•

11411k1444Pinuth ilids•VOSIT18481(1,14bl4(4arg

Publishing COrpOratiOn

Rites held today
for Mrs. Story
Services for Mrs. Janie Story
were today at 10 a.m. at Hazel
Baptist Church,
The Rev. James Garland and
the Rev. James Kelso officiated.
Music was by Oneida White,
pianist -id Lisa Holsapple and
Ruth Ann Taylor, soloists.
Pallbearers were Brent
Langston, Hal Charlton, Halton
Charlton, Billy Broach, Wayne
Reeves, Doris Charlton, Estell
Charlton and Hewlett Cooper.
Burial was in Oak Grove
Cemetery with arrangements by
Blalock -Coleman Funeral
Home.
Mrs. Story, 48, Rt. 2, Puryear,
Term., died Saturday Her death
was caused by accidental
drowning while canoeing on Current River near Van Buren, Mo.,
according to Capt. Jim Bradford
of Missouri State Water Patrol.
The deceased was with a
group of 63 friends and family
who had set out on the river
about an hour before the accident. The group approached a
forked area of swift water with
underwater brush when three
canoes turned over on each side
of the fork, a group member
said. Mrs. Story's ankle was
caught in between two logs
under the water and approximtely eight persons triedlo free
her, but the water was too swift,
the spokesman said.
Cardiopulmonary resuscitation was administered for about
30 minutes until a rescue boat
arrived. CPR was continued
aboard the boat until it was met
by an ambulance at the Big Springs landing.
Survivors are her husband,
Tommy D. Story; one daughter,
Miss Vanessa Story, and three
sons, Greg Story, Gary Story
and Shane Story, Rt, 2, Puryear;
her mother, Mrs. Katie
Charlton, Rt. 4, Murray; one
sister, Mrs. Tom Eldridge,
Alaska; one brother, Michael
Charlton, Owensboro.

Joe S. Morton's
funeral is today
The funeral for Joe S. Morton
is today at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
Blalock -Coleman Funeral
Home.
Dr. Jerrell White, Dr. T.A.
Thacker and the Rev. Stephen
Seaford are officiating. Milton
Gresham is soloist and Oneida
White is organist.
Active pallbearers are Danny
Morton, Billy Paschall, James
Grooms, Charles Jackson,
Adolphus (Skeet) Myers, Ted
Cooper, Billy Nance and Rob
McCallon.
Honorary pallbearers are active and inactive deacons of
Memorial Baptist Church,
members of Adult Three Sunday
School Class of Memorial
church and Dr. James Carlin.
Burial will follow in the Murray Memorial Gardens,
Mr. Morton, 67, 1000 Walnut
St., Murray, died Sunday at 3:35
am. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Sue Rickman Morton; two
daughters, Mrs. Ralph
Emerine, Murray, and Mrs.
Terry Parker, Union City,
Term.; two brothers, Euell Bee
Morton and James Carman
Morton, Rt. 1, Hazel; four
grandchildren; one greatgrandchild; three stepgrandchildren; several nieces and
nephews.

Willoughby rites
held at church
Final rites for Lowell Clyde
Willoughby Sr. were Monday at
1 p.m. at Sugar Creek Baptist
Church, The Rev. Gerald Owen
officiated. Music was by the
Sugar Creek Trio with Patty
Harris as pianist.
Pallbearers were Wallace
Willoughby, Brownie
Willoughby, Dallas Willoughby,
Ralph Harris. Glen Harris and
Larry Harris.
Burial was in Sugar Creek
Cemetery with arrangements by
Blalock -Coleman Funeral
Home.
Mr. Willoughby Sr., 65, 602
Vine St., Murray, died Saturday
at 1:40 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Mary C. Willoughby; two
daughters, Mrs. Tommy Warriack, Puryear, Tenn., and Mills
Michelle Willoughby, New Concord; two sons, Lowell Clyde
Willoughby Jr., Rt. 1, Puryear,
and Nick H. Willoughby,
Houston, `Isexas; three sisters,
Mrs. Ruby Harris, Mrs. John
Scarbrough and Mrs. Joe
Crouse; two brothers, Ervie
Willoughby and Arlon
Willoughby.
Also surviving are three
grandchildren, 17 stepchildren
and 21 stepgrandchildren.
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Ohio, Kentucky agree to mutual assistance plan
COLUMBUS, Ohio pires in 1987, each state
(AP) — Ohio and Ken- could be called upon to
tucky now have a provide up to 20 percent
system that would help of its computer facilities
each other out in a so the other state could
technical crisis by produce key reports
allowing one state to use from computer. tapes.
the other's computer The ,state using the
services.
other's system would
The tv•;_o states on. pea ;my costs involved.
Monday announced a
William G. Sykes,
,three-year agreement to director of the
Ohio
provide mutual Department of Adassistance with com- ministrative Services,
puter processing ser- said: "Although I
vices in the event a sincerely hope that
disaster strikes the neither Kentucky nor
,,other's computer _ Qhio is ever in a position
system.
to have to implement
According to the the agreement, I
agreement, which ex- wholeheartedly endorse

this mutual assistance
effort and applaud it as
the pltimate in interstate cooperation."
Stephen N. Dooley,
commissioner of the
Kentucky Department
of Information Systems,
said Ohio and Kentucky
state- genes/intents have
similar equipment and
software.
"It was a natural conclusion that these two
states should agree to
come to each other's aid
in the event of a disaster
such as fire or a major
power outage causing
extensive interruption
of service." Dooley.

said.
The Ohio Department
of Adminstrative Services described a
disaster as an interruption in data processing
functions for five days
or more and 'onethat
would keep either state
-from product,* 'report*.
essential to the operations of state
government.
For example, the Ohio
Office of Budget and
Management needs daily reports to keep tabs
on state income and expenditures. OBM would
be serviced by the
mutual assistance pact,

as would other state
agencies such as the
Department of Human
Services; the Women,

stores for "immediate week to try to reach
consumption."
agreement on the tax,
Grocers say they had which takes effect Aug.
planned to collect the 1.
tax on certain bakery
The tax is the second
and deli items, but not of its kind in Indiana.
things like potato chips
Marion County
and Twinkies.
pioneered the tax in 1981
"They're almost try- to finance the Hoosier
ing to make the mer- Dome.
chant be a policeman,"
Vanderburgh County
complained Jimmie expects to raise $1
Hawkins, general million a year through
manager of its tax to pay for a new
Evansville's Great Scot Evansville airport
food stores.
terminal.
The Indiana Vending
Joe Lackey, president
Council and the Indiana of the grocers associaRetail Grocers Associa- tion, said the tax law
tion began meeting with should have been writrevenue officials last ten more specifically.

What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the stars say'read the
forecast given for your birth sign.
FOR WEDNESDAY.,JULY 31. 1985
ARIES
SCORPIO
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
(Oct. 23 to Nov.21)
Rivalry surfaces in a friendship.
Don't be so preoccupied with
Still, there are some opportunities
career that you miss out on an
coming your way socially today. Meet
opportunity around home base. Conothers halfway.
centrate on domestic interests.
TAURUS
SAGITTARIUS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
(Nov.22 to Dec 21)
Some disturbing home factors have
l'nder the ••ircumstances, it may he
to be dealt with, but in business you
wise to say nothing. Don't let others
should be on top of the world. Keep
drag you into controversy and then
aspirations high.
the day will be pleasurable.
GEMINI
CAPRICORN
(May 21 to June 20)
(De('. 22 to Jan_ 19)
Someone wants to be of a.s.sistance
Opportunities, come now to
to you. You'd be wise not to quibble
improve your financial structure.
about smaljdetails. Travel Invitations
Don't let others take advantage, or
arrive.
push you to unwise undertakings.
CANCER
AQUARIUS
(June 21 to July 22)
)
46
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Though luck is with you financially,
You're confident today but should
there still is a tendency to argue
leave well enough alone careerwise.
about money matters. Accent cooperA partner is easily upset now. Avoid
ation today.
confrontations.
LEO
PISCES
rote
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
(Feb.19 to Mar. 20)
•
idshe
Be less self-insistent and follow the
When you're ready, you'll act.
lead of close ties. Others are instruToday is best spent getting yourself
mental in making this a happy day for
physically and mentally prepared.
you.
Don't let anyone push you.
VIRGO
YOU BORN TODAY are creative
(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
S14.
11'
and scientific. You work best when
A lucky assignment comes your
inspired and need a vocation that you
way, but a co-worker shows signs of
truly enjoy. Businesses allied to the
envy. Don't let others take the joy out
arts ofter appeal to you, though you
of your success..
may also be drawn to writing, music
LIBRA
and teaching. You are not always
(Sept. 2,3 to Oct.22)
eiraS
wise in the handling of your funds
You'll need to watch spending, but
and need self-discipline to keep
otherwise. you should have a happy
spending from getting out of hand.
time today. Fun opportunities are
You have a fine intuition, which you
yours to enjoy. Unwind.
should heed.

"If a sloppy law is
turned over to a
bureaucratic agency,
they'll collect as much
as they can," he said.

•

A

Rep. Jeff Hays of
Evansville, one of the
tax bill's sponsors, said
lawmakers never intended the tax to apply
to vending machines or
any grocery items other
than ready -to-eat
meals.

sic

Jim Mundt, Indiana's
deputy revenue commissioner, said the law
clearly applies to all
sales of food for immediate consumption.

desegregation plan."
"The (current) plan is
a failure," Galen Martin, the commission's
executive director said
during a news' conference to release the
report. "We think
Fayette County can do a
lot better than it has."
The main problem in
desegregating Fayette
County schools is the

•

Frances Drake

Fayette schools still segregated.
LEXINGTON, Ky. Monday said that "of( AP) — Segregation ficials of the Fayette
continues in Fayette County public schools
County schools 13 years should tear up and
after the system was throw out the plan imordered to correct plemented in response
racial imbalance, and a to" U.S. District Judge
new desegregation plan Mac Swinford's 1972
is needed, says a report desegregation order and
from the Kentucky "move quickly and
Commission on Human decisively to prepare,
Rights.
adopt and implement a
The report released full and fair systemwide

Health and Mental
Retardation and
Developmental
Disabilities. .

Your Indiyidual
aioscope

Grocers say state's new tax greedy
EVANSVILLE, Ind.
(AP) — Vanderburkh
County's new food and
beverage tax is being
levied on victuals that
lawmakers never meant
to be taxed, grocers and
vending machine
operators complain.
Legislators who
enacted the 1-percent
tax say it was aimed at
bars and restaurants.
But the Department of
Revenue recently sent
local retailers a letter
saying the tax is to be
levied also on snacks
and soft drinks sold in
vending machines and
on food sold at grocery

Infants and Children
program in the Health
Department; and the
departments of Mental

area'S housing patterns,
two county school board
members say.
Board Chairman
Barth Pemberton and
Harold Steele said the
schools would be more
integrated if the
neighborhoods were.
The school system has
no control over housing
patterns, they said.

' •;.'"'4"

PDC
•

PARIS DISCOUNT CLOTHING

Paris Discount Clothing
Formally Campbell's

Jury deadlocked in trial of jailer

BACK TO SCHOOL SAVINGS
Boy's Dept.
Group of

GEORGETOWN, Ky.
(AP) — A Scott Circuit
Court jury, after reporting it was deadlocked
in the manslaughter

trial of Franklin County
Jailer Calvin Stewart,
has asked to rehear
more testimony.
The jury came out

about 12:30 a.m. today
and asked to hear testify
from three jail matrons
and a former_ deputy
jailer again. When informed by Scott Circuit
Judge David Knox that
it would take about 2%
hours to hear the tapes,
the jury agreed to
meeting. Aug. 20. recess for the night.
Burkich said.
The jury first
reported to Knox at
And board Chairman 10:45 p.m. Monday that
James Follace Fields it was deadlocked after
said the board leaves more than six hours of
such personnel deci- deliberations on
sions for the most part whether Stewart was
"uptothe responsible for the
superintendent."
death of an inmate last

Principal transferred from
school after feud with PTO
WHITESBURG, Ky.
(AP) — A principal embroiled in disputes with
the Kingdom Come
Elementary School
Parent Teachers
Organization has been
transferred to another
county elementary
school of his choosing.
Letcher County school
Superintendent Jack
Burkich said Monday
he'll take applications
through 4 p.m. Wednesday and recommend a
new principal from
among the applicants
for the school at
Linefork, 15 miles
southwest of
Whitesburg.
The county school
board will be asked to
approve his recommendation at its next

year. Knox then sent the
jury back in for more
deliberations for a
"reasonable period of
time."
The jury was sequestered at a local
hotel for the night, and
was scheduled to
resume deliberations at
10 a.m. today.
Franklin Commonwealth's Attorney
Morris Burton said in
closing arguments Monday that Robert Hogan
Jr. died last July in an
jail isolation cell
because Stewart failed
to provide the 25-yearold inmate with
necessary medical care.

by (91310N) . Pants & Shirts. $750

Rack of Boy's Jeans
$300
5500-$10
Ea:

Rack of Boy's Shorts & Tops

Junior's Dept.

I 1500
$ 1000 Each

Jazzie & Happy Legs Slacks
Selected Group of Ladies Jeans

Or 2 For '15°6

1/2 Price

1 Rock Lady Thomson Slacks

Men's Dept.

*1000

Special Rack of Men's Shirts

Each

Or 2 For '15"

1/2 Price

1 Rack Men's Suits

Be Sure To Use Our Free Layaway

Hours: 9-5, Mon.-Sat.
Corner of Washington & Brewer St.

901-642-9201

YOUTH CORNER
Downtown Paris Sidewalk Sale
Aug. 1,, 2 & 3

Sidewalk Sale
Thurs., Fri., Sat.
Aug. 1st, 2nd, & 3rd
Country
Sofa
Bedspreads
with
and Chair
Ruffle
Matching
Priscilla
Slipcovers
Drapes
Curtains

Final Markdown on Summer Clothing
Infants thru Teen

70% Off
Girls, Teens, & Juniors
Lee Summer Jeans

Price

1
/
2
Court So. Paris, Tn.

Values up to 180
"

„

t
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:

MEMBERS ONLY'
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Salt qoesavt..-

ess'es

el)6

(Gsreoleucpt) 20%

Salt

&sr.&

•

'
L)I WI
k
ULF-S5D71.

Otrt 'VI
1
:1
1 IOCISalid MRTTNEW.
/
S
.
Sae Carct hers
209 West Washington
Paris, Teenessee

Off

20%

Off
(Select Group)

Visit Our New Bath and Linen Shop In Our Adjoining Building

Pillow
Shams

ci.A.

c)cic-V:isocs

To

Kitchen
Curtains

Bed Ruffles
Select Group

(Select Group)

2.00

•

'5.00

Play area for children has been added for your

(Select Group)

20%

I
shopping convenience

Reeves Factory Surplus
Discount Draperies
.

204 N. Brewer Street
Paris, Tenn.
.1
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•
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Value and style are questions asked most often about old furniture
By BARBARA MAYER niture are how much it's
Butler, who oversees tions, is director of
AP Newsleatures
worth and what style it's Washington Irving's. Sleepy Hollow ReatoraTwo questions often in, says Dr. Joseph T. Sunnyside and several tions in Tarrytown, N.Y.
asked about old fur- Butler.
other historic restoraRecently he wrote a
book to help those who
LAI iLIAL ••lh
want to find out what
ALL
Th. Ilv IOLA flatL.t.rwrM.
style a piece is in. As to
ITEMS
ADVERTISED
what it's worth, that's a
ON
question whose answer
NATIONAL
fluctuates, depending on
TV
which styles are cur-rently "in" at the
moment.
Although nothing
seems likely to touch
Queen Anne anci Chippendale style-fdrniture
AVAILABLE AT
for monetary value and
vAitticiPAtiNG ACE
HARDWARE STOW
sheer popularity, Butler
says that late 19thLarge
century furniture is curYC
rently coming in for con6 LE D.
PAY
siderable
attention and
-•
• In 1-1
Display'
C • Lo 0
for price increases,
FACTORY
judging from ,recent
REBATE
auction prices paid for
some examples.
etiNuTrus
Belter's elaborate
YOUR
carved Victorian furFINAL
(
SUPPLIES
niture, so-called
COST
LAST
aesthetic furniture of
Solid state alarm features battery reserve in case of power failure snoozer
iarrn repeat PM& ALARM ON indicators, convenient top keyboard serf ng At
tractive black case with walnut wood grain top brushed aluminUrn (Ton''ens

AIM
BEST
ANYS

99

500

Polaris L.E.D.

99

„

ALARM CLOCK

'11c3')

Como. In
• WHITE

U.L. approved
for 60 watt bulb

• BROWN

Clamp-On

WHILE
SUPPLIES LAST

LAMP

Versatile lamp clamps onto surfaces up to 1' 4
thick With porcelain socket UL approved for 60
watt bulb and accessible ONOFF switch on. light
• RED
with tilu• trim.
• BLUE

44
WHILE
SUPPLIES
LAST

with rod trim.

(

2-in-1
Bock
-

Junior

to SchttOler

BACK PACK
WITH AN INSULATED
88C74RED BLUE)
86225 6
LUNCH BOX.
Features adjustable back straps, slash front opening to bock pack and
easY to write-on identification tag I unchbox has a rugged carry no honctip

SNACK PACK

MURRAY SUPPLY
COMPANY
208 E. Main
U0SF:aii.
-

Murray

753-3361

SHOP US FIRST _AegW/Irie

Rickman
Norsworthy
VI
IL&

-111-47
OIL
4%,th»YA1

LUMBER
COMPANY,INC.
500 S. 4th Murray

FR T

FIBERGLAS

'4n•P

-yAk

By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Floors squeak when
two pieces of wood rub
against each other,
when boards rub
against nails or when
nails move up and down.
How you silence those
squeaks depends on
whether the underside
of the floor can be
reached. If it can, get
your -spouse or
somebody else to assist
you in locating the exact
places where the
squeaks are. He or she
walks across the floor at
your direction while you
are downstairs. Each
time you hear a squeak
and know where it is
coming from, mark the
spot with a piece of
chalk or other marker.
This May take a few
minutes or half an hour
or so, since sometimes
you have some difficulty
locating the sources of
the noise. Very oft'
you will find tt
subflooring mov
slightly as the person
walks over that spot. If

wire nuts
good to use

By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
753-6450
Q. — I sometimes
Store Hours: 7-5 Mon.-Fri.,8 -12 Sat.
have to work with electric wires for small jobs,
such as fixing a lamp
cord plug. I 'see little
We've got a Roof
caps in hardware stores
to Match Your
for making connections
Home Perfectly.
between wires. Are
these good to use?
Choose from Our
A. — Yes. They are
Full Line of Highcalled solderless conPerformance
nectors or wire nuts.
When you connect the
Fiberglas two
endg of wire, be
Shingles
sure they are well
twisted together before
you put the connector
over them. The connector must then be turned
clockwise for a secure
grip, Q. — I use a hand
saw quite often. I have
never had any trouble
with it, but recently I
Cash & Carry
had a project with a
wood that exuded sap.
OWENS CORNING
The saw kept binding
every so often. Is there
some way to avoid that?
A. — Wipe the blade
every few minutes with
4'x8' #2
12" Black or Brown
turpentine or mineral
Woodgrain
spirits. Q. — I soon will
be putting down
resilient floor tiles in an
attic room. The present
wooden floor isn't in
*includes Base
very good condition,
VI
although it is strong
A
• enough. "A friend sug2
$2
95
gests putting hardboard
dowif first and then
cementing the tiles to
the hardboard. Is this a
goof] idea.?
A. — Yes. In fact, it is
almost a necssity With
Lifetime Warranty
that kind of flow. ,Get
Standard Sizas
what is called hardboard underlayment.
Sheets 4 feet by 4 feet
are• •x_satimpi, to hatulle
than 4-by-8s. The hard•
(White)
board can get accustomed to the humidity conditions in the attic if you
Sale Ends 8-5-85
CASH & CARRY
place the sheets there a
RI'
SHOP US FIRST fieM
de;2
, couple of days before Installation.

s199s5

Masonite
Siding

Turbine
Vents

$995

GAPCO
Storm
Windows

$1995

Vinyl
Siding

$475°sq.

"Look for an original,
not a 'reproduction. It's
good if the prqjcluct was
made under the direction of a designer and if
the designer's name is
known. Look for quality
materiars and —quality
craftsmanship."
Examples of contemporary furniture he
believes will probably
appreciate in value are
pieces designed by
members of the German
20th-century design
school known as the
Bauhaus. On the other
hand, some periods are
fads for a while and then
fade from view. An example of this type of
design may be of 1950s
furniture which he
believes may be on its
way out before it got
properly started.
In his new book,
Butler covers the range
of American furniture
styles from the 17th to

the 20th century. Drawings by Ray Skibinski of
actual pieces and
characteristic design
details are included so
raa,ders can use the
>Nock

WAS

popular, then later is
changed into something
different. Wing chairs
started out as bedroom
chairs in "the 17th century, and usually Included a ,chamber
?"7
cealed beneath the seat
cushion. The chair went
out of fashion after the
American Revolution. It
was replaced in the
bedroom by a chair
Butler says was known
as thel'Iolling chair."
Then between 1875
and 1910, the wing chair
was revived during the
Colonial Revival period,
which popularized 17thand 18th -century
designs as "colonial"
furniture. However, instead of bringing back
accurate examples of
Queen Anne or Chippendale or other styles,
many manufacturers
created furniture that
contained elements of
all sorts of styles.

W _

tionary "to--"k up"
pieces they may find at
yard sales, auctions and
shops.
When there is a
choice, Butler says
drawings often provide
better clues to identify:
ing furniture styles than
photos since it is possible to illustrate minute
details.
One reason why identifying American antique furniture is often
difficult to do with accuracy is the penchant
Americans have for
reviving old styles, but
changing them a little
bit.
The wing chair is a
good example of how
one idea becomes

Silencing squeaks in a wooden floor depends on
whether underside of the floor can be reached

399

Wallace Litisure

the late 19th and early
20th century, and examples that date from
the Arts and Crafts
movement in the late
19th century have all
been comManding high_
auction prices.
"To our eyes, these
styles that only a few
years ago were considered too elaborate,
ornamented and heavy
are beginning to look
good agaire said the
.19th-century furniture
expert.
With late 19th-century
pieces appreciating
rapidly, many who like
old furniture are being
forced out of the
market. So, whaf can an
individual of moderate
means collect that will
be serviceable at present and that can be expected to appreciate in
value later on, Butler
was asked.
He offered a few tips:

that is so, use a wedge
or shim to fill in the gap.
Hammer it between the
subfloor and the joist at
each point where the
trouble is. When your
assistant walks over
that area again, the
chances are the squeak
will have disappeared.
If it doesn't, adopt
whatever measures are
necessary to prevent
movement in the
neighborhood of the
noise. Use your common
sense on how to accomplish this.
Sometimes, for instance, you will spot a
loose nail. Pull it out and
drive in another.
Sometimes the noise is
being made because the
top floor and the
subfloor are •rubbing•
against each other.
The best way to prevent this rubbing action
is to drive screws from
underneath to bring the
two floorings together.
Generally, you should
use screws at least an
inch long but no longer
than 1% inches. Screws
of that length will hold
the floors together but
not emerge upstairs.
However, because there
may be some unusual
circumstances, test the
first screw carefully to
be sure it does what you
want it to do without
showing itself on the upper floor. Because you
will often be dealing
with hardwood,
especially the top flooring, drill pilot holes first
so the screws will go in

easily yet will hold properly. Occasionally, you
may have to add bridging betwen the joists or
take whatever action is
required to prevent the
rubbing together of
wood or wood and nails.
When a floor squeaks
and you cannot reach it
from underneath, a
completely different
method is necessary.
Sometimes you will
read that such squeaks
can be silenced by
sprinkling bath powder
or graphite powder between the boards. Even
when this works — and
it does not more often
than it does — it is only a
temporary remedy. In a
few days, weeks or months, the squeak will
return.
To make a permanment or long-lasting
repair, you must drive
ring or spiral nails into
the floor where the
squeak is. The nails
must be used in pairs.
One nail is hammered in
at an angle. The other
also is hammered at an
angle but in such a way
that the tips of the nails
almost meet inside the
wood. If you could see
through the wood, the
nails would form a V.
In order to accomplish this properly
and with a minimum
amount of work, take
your time and follow
these tips. Drill a pilot
hole for each nail,
helpful in any kind of
wood but absolutely
necessary with hard-

wood. After each nail
has been hammered in
almost all the way, stop
and use a nailset to
drive it about an eighth
of an inch below the surface. Later, you can fill
all the small indentations with wood putty or
plastic wood. Apply
enough putty so that it is
a bit above the surface.
When it has hardened,
sand it down level with
the floor.
This above -floor
repair may get a little
complicated if you have
wall-to-wall carpeting,
but it's the only way you
are going to get the lack'
of noise you want. In two
actual cases, people

who didn't want to take
up the carpeting to
make the repair drove
in the nails right
through the floor covering. -Each time it came
out all right, but it's not
something you might
care to attempt with
good carpeting or
without the skill to drill
through covering and
a padding. Better to
take up the carpeting or
put cotton in your ears.
(Do-it-yourselfers will
find much helpful data
in Andy Lang's handbook, Practical Home
Repairs," which can be
obtained by sending 12
to this paper at ox 5,
Teaneck, NJ 07666.)
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Check Our Homeowner Rates
In
Town
Brick
157"
166"
183"
198"
231"
263°°

Amt.
50,000
60,000
70,000
80,000
90,000
100,000

Frame
177°°
187"
205"
224°°
260"
294"

All Prices Include 14.0.-3. & a '100 Clod.
Sintok• Al.,,... & New Home Credits would lower it,... mites. Replace.
ment cost coverage on contents is on additional '23
.
.
9.33t. fair must be sighted to all rates.
We also have good Suburban rates for houses within A miles of Murrey

I nsu ra
A gem:y

302 12th
753-5842

Tony Boyd

CALL TOLL FREE 759-4026 — CHECK OUR PRICES
Cross Buck

Storm Doors

$7477

os

c(\s\ REAS
BUILDING CENTERS

Our Best Quality

0

I:
%I

I
tiO
CI

dimension lwnber

$2045

$4588

0

111
11,
NI

Shingles

Vents

IN

$17988
•
Variable Speed
Automatic

Wood Window

It

24x16 Glass Size

Per Sq.
Owens awning
20 yr. warranty

Seat lap it ski Season

i

size s rs. 1015.is rt. 1475.11 It
114 141 1.49 8.00 LIIII II
116 1.Til $18 $80 1.59 LS
US 11.111 5.50 LIM 4.58 1.1
tx10 5.14 4.01 4.411 5.15 Ill

'

DIY Garages
Sale- Priced
1179.00
14'3(22'
22'3'22'
1689.00
1799.00
30'3'22'

Op •

MI
ig

ft.
I
0
=I

I..

60, 75, 100 Watt

Store Hours:
Mon.-Fri.
7:30 111 5:00
Saturday
j 8:00 HI 4:00

3 toz
VISA'

4026 .

'To Qualified Buyers
Prices Good Thru 8-5-85

01

n
Z
m
n
X

TREASCENTERS

I
‘
I 11\

One Block South Of Square
Benton, Ky.

Xi
V
Xi

.

liBUILDING

759_

II

$3988 1
:

Great Buy!

if\A

WI
MI

I

With
Marble Top

.

110
a

Pei Sq.
White- II" or 4"

Thick

,

Vanity

$4488 4/$1 19

AIr Conditioner Sale
$.000 BTU...'229.95
6,000 IITU...'239.115
18.200 STU...'359.93

"I
l'a

m

$439

Light
BulbS

Siding

m

r
I..

0

e.

Vinyl

ml

0

0

458

V4"

In
IN

‘.4
ri
PI
r
r

4
401

Wafer Board

0
1
01

0•;.

With Shutters

759-4026

V

i

Attic Fan

-

Above Prices Picked Up At Our Store
Prices Good Thru Aug.

CALL TOLL FREE 759-4026 — CHECK OUR PRICES

-
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This Money Saving Coupon
Page will run Each
Tuesday in the Murray
Ledger & Times
and Wednesday in
The Shopping
Guide.

& Save

lGood thru August

Ear Piercing Special

GROW
STRONG!

21/2 Gal.
Galvanized

1)irth,tont..,

1005,11411.14( Juls 2b. turassi is. 19111

By
LOREAL

$495 with coupon
Through Aug,„.5

This coupon entitles you to 15% off the
selling price of your next purchase of
one or more items at:

JCPenney

Hwy 641-S
(4 rni S of Ilatioayl
(The old Nesbott Bldgl

ni.couponi

CLIP'N'SAVE
Eagle
Gas Can

All Seasons Lawn & Leisure, Inc.

4!7/1W-N it ill'

-- le
-‘ vautab
Coupon
-- —

STUDIO SPECIAL
15% discount on any Black & White
copy work or oil work.
Receive 1 Free 5x7 oil portrait
(with any '125° order).
10%
Discount
Open:
On Any
Mon-Fri 9-5
Frame
Sat 9-2

Chopped Sirloin
with Salad Bar
$329 ,

Actually makes
nails grow
stronger in
10 days

OpenP
Sun -Thurs

with coupon

Discount Pharmacy

205 N 4th, Murray, 753-4110

11-9:30

506 N. 12th, 753-2380

„
Tig
.
"
.4K7
'rs
'
4'C...11E21180N

COUPON

Fri & Sat
11-10:30

4r-1
.
I

aika Abe Akio Oka askaa acilta tabu

5

TWO FREE SALAD BARS
Ott!.
1.......;(Except
Only one coupon per visit please Nor
good with other discounts or Senior
t-rtrzens cards Tax payable by bearer'
[ape's August 15 1985

••

03

GOLDEN
CORRAL
••••••••
-55

W.*

753-0082

lam
gY:atgrl*:44
Wi
tVIVZ
9
4:

e.:S$
(fit

SHOP AND SAVE
FACTORY OUTLET CLOTHING
Dixieland Center

Shon)case

Open 10-5:30
Mon.-Sat.

753-4541

This coupon entitles you to

Good Thru Sept.

40%

FAYE'S MONOGRAM
& PRINTED APPAREL

Off All

Silverplated Holloware
All sales cash
MC & VISA Welcome

Downtown Murray. 753-7743
elocating to Main St.. formerly Frgd's Bldg, in August
,
.
„.
,

COUPON

•

121 ByPass

Purchase3Oxford Shirt Monograms and
0.13 receive the 4th one FREE!

Already marked down at cost.
Coupon must be present.
Expires Mon., Aug. Sth, 1955

with purchase of Two Steak Dinners
Hamburgers & Children's Menu)

The

,46&

Suits

Or

UOUpo
---

-

_

$200
off Ladies 2 pc. & 3 pc.

$20.00 or more

(111,c1
;es
6
14.41

759-9555

wrongs40,----..efarieu

.
191•-‘44-Orffitew_

4).

-pon7VE.
c a table Coo
it:h• SAVE $4.00 on the purchase of

\\

(Offer Good Mon-Thurs, All Day Long
ffer does not require coupon)

50c Off

• ••

• Coupon Expires 8 685
WI,WIIlLip

4,71

4

OLIF.11

Im
able Cou,p04,,

$2 off any large Pizza
$1 off any medium Pizza

$ 10

Off

$200 Off

A Maintenance Program
(Good Thru Mon., Aug. 5th)
Summer Hours:
Sat. 9-5
Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-10 p.m.

The Best Pizza In Town'fg)nest

FRAMER'S GALLERY :‘‘'

Airbrushed
License Plates

Zee, 7ann

Open
Mon Sat

vato,able Coupon
Betty Hinton's

U.

DIXIELAND CENTER

11am-11 pm
un Noon-10 pm

Complete Frame Jobs

8•1-Ait Shopping Center

753 6556

1.0:bri
p

C

Coupon Expires August 5

753-8593

.

- -. - ,- .--

SIRLOIN
STOCKADE
FREE

Prices
-Slashed for
Sidewalk
Sale!

Good thru Aug. 31st

OVERBY HONDA
Bel-Air Center
• 753-409

trZik,

V:4

-;1-a-tu
-able Coupon'.
FREE helmet with the purchase of any Honda motorcycle or Honda ATV.

15% Off

Get

MEMORIES

grUnTArtning .ITUCUU

-._-_- -—
--- -•SPECIAL

Hot Ham'n Cheese
French Fries,
Small Drink

1,

')

2-Chicken Breast Filets or 10 Shrimp
With purchase of 8 Oz sirloin steak dinner

2

Offer good Fri , Sat , Sun
r;

Aug 2. 3. 4

Donut Shack

The

Bel Air Center

L

COUPON

Chestnut St

(

753-6034

•

U.

oo

SOSO. SOSO

Rent 2 movies
Get 1
Central
Shopping
Center
iNest

to kroy!,

21 piece Shrimp Dinner
Choice of potato, cole slaw
and hush puppies.
$300

FREE
Expires
7 29-85

Wck eOpen 10-9

Save Up To
Expires Aug

16th St.

11.11151111 O114111111 SOW'ISOO5115

25% Off
With coupon
Thru Aug. 10, 1985.

Murray Supply Co.

208 E. Moin

COUPON

0

WALL PAW!

On The Ct. Square, Murray
759-9853

759-4448

753-7670

All Ace
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Latex

Frame Village

Granny's Porch
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Players, owners prepare to tackle major strike issues
By BEN WALKER
AP Sports Writer
NEW,YORK(AP ) — With one week remaining
before a strike deadlirug, major league. baseball
players and owners are firr,...--7 .1eady to tackle
the real problems that separate them.
On Monday, the two sides cleared up almost all
of the remaining so-called minor issues — mainly non-economic matters such as waiver procedure and spring training operations.
-We will try over the next 12 to 18 hours to get
them down on paper and, beginning tomorrow
afternoon, we'll go back to the remaining
issues." said Don Fehr, acting executive director of the Major League Players Assocg n$5a
But even if they begin addressing the major
troublespots during today's meeting, the question remains: is there enough time before the

Aug 6 strike deadline to reach an agreement?
Can the piercers and owners split up a $1.1 billion
network television package, reach a compromise on salary arbitration and come to. an
understanding iitrihe free-agent system?
••seven or eight days is enough time," Fehr
said "It's not a lot, but it's enough. What's happened, I think, is that, given the fact we do have a
strike deadline, the parties are, in a
workmanlike fashion, trying to reach an agreement on all things we can.''
• I'm still optimistic." said Lee MacPhail,
president of the owners' Player Relations Committee - We're ready to roll up our sleeves and
go to work. But I won't say there aren't major
hurdles_ We're not halfway down the
homestretch, we're still on the far turn."
There had been little progress of any kind

since the two sides began meeting last Nov. 14.
And while MacPhail and Fehr were pleased with
Monday's two-hour meeting, they cautioned that
• the remaining items were the ones that would be
the most difficult.
"If there was going to be a strike, it would
come over the major issues," Fehr said. "I think
everybody understands that there wasn't ever
going to be a strike over these issues."
On those major issues no headway has been
made.
The players steadfastly demand their traditional one-third share of network television
revenue for their pension fund. With the recent
$1.1 billion deal, the one-third share would leap
from $15.5 million per ye4s....trr$60 million. The
owners say they will compromise, but adamantly say one-third is too much.

The owners, on the other hand, want to restructure the salary arbitration procedure. They want
to increase the amount of required service from
two years to three years before a player can file
for arbitration, and want to limit an arbitrator's
award to amount no larger than twice the
player's current salary. The players want to
leave salary arbitration the way it is.
"Those issues have not been addressed in any
real fashion," Fehr said. "We have made proposals on all the outstanding issues, on all the
major issues, and we made them months ago.
And we think they have an obligation to do the
same."
MacPhail, who held a four-hour meeting with
the executive committee before meeting with
Fehr, said the owners are "not quite ready with a
proposal," but that "we're very close to that."

MSU football slate

features first game
scheduled in August

UPPER DIVISION
CHAMPS — Members
of the upper division
girls softball champion
Swifties squad include
(front row from left)
Stefani Barnett, Jennifer Parker. Allison
Little. Melissa
lieihrouch, bat gir
Ami Barnett. (back
row) coach Wade
Garland. Cynthia
Garland. Beverly
Young. Becky Bloem,
Shannon McCuiston,
Julie Morrison. Jenny
Young. Tammy
Garland, (not pictured) Rosetta Merritt.

Swifties win battle of underdogs for softball crown
By CHRIS EVANS
Sports Writer
After a hearty comeback attempt by the
Royals. 3-9 during the
season, it was another
underdog team — the
Swifties — that took
home the girls softball
crown Monday night
with a 13-3 victory in the
tournament championship at the city-county
park complex.
The Swifties. only 4-8
on the season, were
undefeated in the
tourney until the Royals
came nekt. of the losers'
brackets in the - first of
two games Monday to
beat the Swifties 7-5 and

send the tournament in- two innings while the ofto a decisive final fense produced a pair of
runs in the first inning
contest.
After taking a 13-2 and one in the third to
beating from the Swif- take a 3-0 lead in Monties in Round One of the day's first game.
tourney the Royals turnThe Royals picked up
ed a few heads by winn- another run in the third
ing five straight and when Angie Miller led
making the champion- off with a triple to right
ship favorites earn their then scored on a single
pennant in ther,gkincher. by Erica Muskgrow, but
When play began
on- the Swifties produced
ye runs in
day night if was up o
eir nex
the Royals to take two three trips to the plate
straight wins while the and led 5-4.
Muskgrow tied the
Swifties needed but one
more victory for the game in the last of the
fifth with a lead-off
title.
The Royals defense homer before Betsy
retired six consecutive Whitfield and Kim GibSwifties in the the first son reached and scored

during that inning to ensure the victory 7-5.
After the Royal victory sent the tournament to the wire, it was
the Swifties turn to show
their punch in the nightcap.
Thirteen runs on 16
hits was more than
enough to sweep the
Royals by 10 and send

the league championship home with the
Swifties.
The Swifties struck
quick with three runs on
a pair of singles, then a
triple by Cynthia
Garland in the first, but
the Royals were not
ready to throw in the
towel.

Answering with a pair
of runs in their half of
the first frame the
Royals cut the Swifties
lead to one, but only
momentarily. The Swifties picked up a single
run in the second before
busting loose in the next
three innings for a total
of nine runs and the
victory.

Garden Time Again
Frosty Acres
Fresh Frozen Vegetables

Baby

23 Different Varities In Stock

Lima

'1899

20 Lb

Purple Hull

Peas

20 Lb.

'1659

20 Lb.

'1649

20 Lb

'2389

20 Lb

'1559

Crowder

Peas
For/ Hook's

Butter Beans

SLIDING BY — Royals baserunner Erica Muskgrow went a bit too far in
this slide at second base as Swifties infielder Jenny Young makes the tag to
get Muskgrew out. The action took place during the upper division softball
championship game Monday night.
Photo by Chris Evans

Mixed

Vegetables
Choice Sides of

Beef

No charge for cutting,
wrapping & Freezing

LK's Sutton second highest paid coach

19

225 to 300 lb.

lb

LOUISVILLE, Ky.
A15 1 — New Kentucky
basketball Coach Eddie
Sutton is the second
highest paid coach in
college football and
basketball, according to
Sports Industry News.
Sutton's total package
is listed at $285,000 a
I

14 lb. Box Quarter Pounders 100%

Ground Beef $1 799
Patties

For

,— Wholesale & Retail Meat —

yOur

year, second only to
Villanova basketball
Coach Rollie
Massimino's $290,000,
according to. the list
published in the Los
Angeles Times.
Sutton's base salary is
$65,000 a year before
radio, television and en-

T•ayel Ftrervotions Coll

Marjorie and Bill Major
753-0880

GIBSON HAM CO.

Phone 753-1601 140 7 a.m.-5 p.m Mon -Fri.
We Accept
107 N. 3rd St.
7 a.m.-12 p.m. Sat.
Food Stamps
-Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray
.

wresenting
Americatr and International Trareltime

dorsement money.
Louisville basketball
Coach Denny Crum and
new Louisville football
Coach Howard
Schnellenberger are
among the six highest
paid coaches, according
to the list.
Crum earns $70,000 a
year in salary, with a
total package of
2 1 O., 0 0 0 .
Schnellenberger
receives a $70,000
salary, with a $190,000
total package.

-

, .

"BOWLING GREEN, third inning when
Ky. — A case of the Travis Turner walked to
first-game jitters sent lead-off the inning, then
the Murray Little scored with two outs as
League All-Stars reeling Payne and Mike Kelso
into the losers' bracket hit back-to-back singles.
In the top of the fourth
of the state tournament
the Murray offense proon Monday.
Even though the Mur- duced another run to tie
rayans settled down by the game at two runs
the third inning and apiece. William Beale
forced a 2-2 tie, the singled, watched as two
game against Lexington teammates struck out,
South Eastern became then came home on a
history as the defending single by Turner.
state champs went on to
win, 7-2.
In the bottom of the
Murray, now faced fourth, the bottom fell
with fighting back out of the Murray
through the lower. defense as Lexington
bracket, must play scored four runs on four
Wednesday against the hits and three walks.
loser of the Franklin- Lexington batted
Simpson vs Louisville through the order before
Okalona game which Murray could plug the
will be played tonight.
leak.
Franklin-Simpson
Allen Rayburn tagged
thrashed Russell Coun- a lead-off double in the
ty, 14-1, in the other fifth for Murray, but
Monday night game.
Lexington's pitcher,
The other team in- Todd Campbell, producvolved in the double- ed three strikeouts in
elimination tourney is the last two innings and
Ashland All-Stars.
retired the next six MurAs far as the Murray ray batters with no
opening game went, trouble.
starter Doug Payne and
For the game, Kelso
reliever Travis Turner had two singles, William
relinquished nine hits to Beale and Turner each
the Lexington batters.
had a single and
Lexington enjoyed Rayburn hit a double for
three consecutive walks Murray, but the
In the first inning, scor- travelers from
ing two runs with the Calloway County suffirst two bixserunners. . fered 12 strikeouts
Murray countered against the Lexington
with a solo ruff,in the ace..

K&K STUMP REMOVAL
IN, ton remove %lumps up
go 24 below the gregonel

WI'

AlWO,

Murray All-Stars lose
opening-round game in
Little League tourney

—

415 41141 ts. 4.35 4119
Noe. Hool P.1 Cwootol

-

The 1985 Murray State University football
schedule has undergone a change which includes the first August football game in MSU
history.
Coach Frank Beamer's team will open its
season on Saturday, August 31, when it hosts
the South Carolina State College Bulldogs.
Kickoff at Roy Stewart Stadium will be 7:30
p.m.
The game against SCSC was added to the
Racer schedule when the University of Central
Florida requested release from the scheduled'
game against the Racers in Miirray on November 16.
'The addition of the Bulldogs to the schedule
pits the Racers against a total of nine NCAA
Division I-AA teams, one Division I-A team
(Memphis State), and one Division II team
(Southeast Missouri). Central Florida competes at the Division II level.
"Adding South Carolina State makes our
schedule one of the toughest we've ever had at
Murray State," noted Beamer, whose team
ended the 1984 season with a 9-2 record and a
ranking of 13th in the nation.
"This game will be an excellent way to spend
part of the Labor Day weekend," Beamer continued. "Both teams will want to get out of the
-gate strong, and there'll be some hard-hitting,
get-after-it football played. It will be a good
game for our team and for the fans as well."
The MSU games for 1985 include:
Host South Carolina State, Aug.31, 7:30 p.m.;
host Southeast Missouri, Sept.7, 7:30 p.m.; at
Memphis State, Sept. 14, 7:30 p.m.; host Tennessee Tech, Sept.28, 7:30 p.m.; host Morehead
State, Oct.5, 2 p.m. (homecoming); at Akron,
Oct.12, 6:30 p.m.; at Middle Tennessee, Oct. 19,
1:30 p.m.: at Southwest Missouri, Oct.26, 2
p.m.; host Eastern Kentucky, Nov.2, 1:30 p.m.;
at Austin Peay, Nov.9, 1:30 p.m.; at Western
Kentucky, Nov.23, 1 p.m.

Read the Want Ads

Tilt: Mt ItHAV 1.E1)(iElt

Hagler, Hearns favored in upcoming bouts
live in North
Philadelphia. You walk
outside, you're an
underdog. You never
know what will happen
to you."
What won't happen to
Shuler, at least for the
moment, is a title fight
against middleweight
champion Marvelous
Marvin Hagler.
Undefeated John "The
Beast" Mugabi gets that
shot in the other half of
the doubleheader, with
Hagler a 4-1 favorite in
that match. Promoter

Bob Arum, chairman of
Top Rank, expects to
match the winners of
those fights next spring.
Shuler says he is happy to he going against
Hearns, who was knocked out in three rounds by
Hagler last April 15.
Shuler fought only twice
last year and sat out 12
months before returning
to the ring last
February after switching promoters.
"I've been out for a
year," Shuler said.
"You lose certain

SCOREBOARD--THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY

things. The gym is not
like the ring. Some
things take time to pull
out. It's not that I think
Tommy will be easier.
But he is the same
height. Marmin is
shorter and that would
be tougher."
Mugabi, also
unbeaten with 25
straight knockouts, has
been campaigning for a
shot at Hearns' World
Boxing Council super
welterweight crown. He
'wound up instead with a
chance at Hagler's title
because of the politics of
boxing.
"The name of the
game is money,"
Mickey Duff, Mugabi's
co-manager, said. "I
don't think there's a
super welterweight or
middlweight in the
world wile, can beat
John Mugabi. The big-

gest money he's made
has been to step aside.
Thomas Hearns paid
him off twice, to fight
(Fred) Hutchings first
and to fight Hagler
first."
Hearns knocked out
Hutchings last Sept. 15,
about Duff said Mugabi
was paid $30,000 to
allow. Duff Said Mugabi
#eceived $200,000 to
move out of the way of
the Hearns-Hagler
fight.
So Mugabi took the
money and now he takes
on Hagler. The Ugandan, who speaks only
limited English, kept
repeating, "I will knock
him out," which caused
Hagler to grin.
"Every one of my opponents says that," he
said. "That's good. It
means they're gonna
show up."

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
YOUR MORE THAN ONE COMPANY AGENCY
4110-

LINDY SUITER

Robert Davis

Murray swimmer sets
sights on state meet
after success at Cape
Robert Davis. an 8-year-old swimmer for the
Kentucky Lake Aquatic Club, recently
represented Murray at the Cape All-American
Meet in Cape Girardeau. Mo:
Davis. swimming in his first U.S. competitive
season, won awards in breaststroke, butterfly.
backstroke and freestyle including ninth place
against 9-10 boys 'C' class 100 meter freestyle.
This weekend Davis will be attending the state
'A' cha-mpionships in Louisville.
In the Cape Girardeau meet, Davis won all
four of hiA heat races, then finished 6th among 26
8-under swimmers in 50 meter butterfly. 8th
among 28 8-under swimmers in 50 meter
breaststroke. 9th among 32 8-under swimmers in
50 meter back3trok4-, ..,,1 9111 among ,G6 io-unaer
100 meter freestyle.
The Cape competition featured swimmers
from Arkansas. Missouri, Kentucy, Indiana and
Illinois.

fall on a basketball
scholarship.
Massey, 6-3c,-.175
pounds who will be starting his freshman year
at Kentucky under
Coach Jerry Claiborne,
was first-team All-State
at safety his junior and
senior years. He had 26
career interceptions.
Massey also doubled
-as quarterback for
Somerset, and his senior
year he passed for 1,039
yards and 10
touchdowns. He also
rushed for 902 yards and
11 touchdowns.
He led Somerset to a
14-1 record and a
runner-up spot in the
state in Class AA his

Maws League Etasebali
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
• L
Pct
GB
roronto
63 37
630 New York
54 42
7
563
1,etroit
52 45
536
9l,
Boston
52 46
.531 to
Baltimore
50 47
515 11,
1
Milwaukee
12 54
438. tEl
ileveland
30 67
309 31i,
West Onsuon
'alifornia
56 47
57; Kansas City
53 44
546
21
,
iakland
51 47
520
5
'hires°
th 47
505 61
,
seattle
47 52
475
91
,
Minnesota
45 52
464 Poky
Texas
311 60
394 171
,
Monday's Games
•
Kansas City 4, Detroit 2
New Torii 8. Cleveland 2
Toronto 1. BalUmore 3. 10 innings
Milwaukee 3. Texas 2
Seattle 8. Minnesota 6
Only games Scheduled
Tuesday's Games
New York (Cowley 8-4 and Shirley 3-2 at Cleveland
.1-lesion 5-12 and Romero 0,1 i 2 it•ni
Kansas City ILetbrandt 10-5 at Detroit Morris
11-61. in,
Toronto (Stieb 10-6r at Baltimore i Flanagan 1 1;

He was a three-year
starter at forward for
Somerset's basketball
team and averaged 13
points a game.
Cofnbs, a 5-9 forWard,
has signed with Western
Kentucky. She led
Whitesburg to three
state tournament appearances and has been
an All-State selection
for three years.
Whitesburg compiled an
99-8 record in her three
years.

West 011.11160er
57 40
586
53 46
5
538
51 45
531
511
45 54
455 13
43 54
443 14
39 61
390 191
,
Monday's Games
New York 3, Montreal 2
Lim Angeles 10. San Francisco 5
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
St Louis iKepshire 7-6 i at Chicago lEckersley
75
Montreal Gullickson.106, at New York ,Gooder
15.3. In
Philadelphia *Gross 9-8, at Pittsburgh tfthoden
5.11,. in,
Houston 'Ryan 8-8 at Cincinnati ISoto 9-11 on.
San Diego (Snow 7,7, at Atlanta Mahler 15-81. In ,
San Francisco iliammaker 3.9, at Los Angeles
Vailenzuela 12-8 In
Wednesday's Games
Montreal at New York
St Louis at Chicago
Philadelphia at Pittsburgh. in,
Houston at Cincinnati. In
San Diego at Atlanta. n
San Francisco at Los Angeles, In

Minor League
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION
EASTERN DIVISION
W
1.
Nashville i Tigers
53 54
Louisville i Cards!
52' 54
Buffalo iChisox, .
51
54
Indianapolis Expsi
48
58
WESTERN DIVISION
Okla City lItangrs •
63 42
Denver i Reds,
59 48
Omaha 'Royals
54
52
Iowa'[Cubs,
44
62
Mondays Games
Oklahoma City 5, Indianapolis 4
Louisvill, 3. Omaha 2
Iowa 6, Nashville 0
Denver 7 Buffalo 2

Pct
495
491
486
444

GB
Li
4i

600
.561
5
509 911
415 194
,

. Major League 13aseba11 Leaders
City. 31. Butler. Cleveland, 30.
GwYrin, San Diego. 115. Herr
Pettis. California. 30. Collins.
St Louis, 115. Parker. Cincinnati
Oakland, 25. Garcia, Toronto. 25.
112. Sandberg. Chicago. 108.
Moseby. Toronto. 26. s
DOUBLES - Wallach. Mon
PlITCHI NG tS decisions, treat 26: Hernandez, New York
Guidry. New York. 13-3. 813, 2 148.
23, Herr, StLouis, 23. 6 are tied
Birtsas. Oaktanc1117.2. 776. 3 12;
with 22
Romanick. California. 12-4. 750.
TRIPLES - McGee. St:Louis
2.94, Saberhagen. Kansas ('ity.
12, Raines. Montreal. 8; Samuel
12.5. 706. 2 85: I) Moore. CaliforPhiladelphia, 8. Coleman
nia. 7-3..700. 1 38
St Louis. 6, Gladden. San Fran
STRIKEOUTS - Blyles,
en.
cifICO. 6.
Cleveland. 129: Morris. Detroit,
HOME RUNS - Murphy. Allan
121. F.Bannister. Chicago, 114 7
La. 26. Guerrero. Los Angeles. 23
Burns. Chicago. 113: Witt Califor.
Horner. Atlanta. 20, J Clark
'
his. 106.
St Louis, 19. Parker. Cincinnati
SAVES - Quisenberry. Kansas
18
City. 23: Hernandez. Detroit. 20,
STOLEN BASES - Coleman
.7:-Howell. Oakland, 20, D Moore.
St Louis, 69, McGee, St Louis, 314
California, 19. Ftighetti. New York..
Raines, Montreal. 38. Lopes
•
Chicago. 37 Redo/. Cincinnati. 36
NATION AL LEAGII"E
PITCHING 18 decisions I BATTING '240 at bats. Franco. Cincinnati. 9-1.4.900, 2.29
McGee. St Louis, 338, Guerrero.
Gooden. New York, 15.3. 833, 1 74
Los Angeles, 329. Herr. St Louis.
Hawkins, San Diego. 13-3. .813
325. Templeton. San Diego. 302,
3.11. Anduiar, St Louis. 17-4. 810
Parker. Cincinnati. .299
'
2_31. Hershiser. Los Angeles. 11-3
RUNS - Murphy. Atlanta. 76.
.786. 2 41.
Raines. Montreal. 71 Guerrero.
STRIKEOUTS - Gooden, Neu
Los Angeles, 70. Coleman,
York. 163. Soto. Cincinnati. 141
St Louis, 69. Sandberg. Chicago.
Ryan Houston. 139. Valenzuela
66
Los Angeles, 134. .1 DeLeon. Pitt
RBI - Murphy. Atlanta, 77.
sburgh. 116
Herr St Louis. 74. Parker. CincinSAVES - Reardon. Montreal
nati. 72, .1 Clark. St,Louis. 71,
25. Le Smith. Chicago, 22
(1 Wilson. Philadelphia 66
Gossage. San Diego. 21. Power
HITS - McGee it louis 119
Cincinnati 18, Sutter. Atlanta 17

AMERit'AN LL S43( U
BATTING 1240 at bats
P. Henderson, New York, 353,
Brett. Kansas. City, 349: Boggs.
Boston, 345, Lacy. Baltimore.
329. Whitaker. Detroit. 317
RUNS - R.Henderson. New
York. 84. Ripken. Baltimore, 73.
Whitaker. Detroit, 71, Molitor.
Milwaukee. 68, E Murray
Baltimore, 63; 54.DavIs. Oakland.
63. Wilson. Kansas City. 63.
RBI - Mattingly, New York. 78;
E Murray. Baltimore, 77.„. Ripken,
Banknore. 67; K Gibson. Detroit.
65. Rice. Boston. 65
PUTS - Boggs, Boston. 131.
Wilson. Kansas City. 123:
Whitaker, Detroit, 121. Garcia.
Toronto. 119; Puckett. Minnesota.
119.
DOUBLES - Mattingly. New
York. 31; Buckner,. Boston, 28;
Boggs. Boston. 26; c.Walkert
Chicago, 25. Cooper, Milwaukee.
24. Gaetti. Minnesota. 24
TRIPLES - Wilson, Kansas City, 13. Puckett. Minnesota. 10,
Butler. Cleveland, 8: Cooper,
Milwaukee. 8; 7 are tied with 5.
HOME RUNS - Fisk. Chicago.
26. Da Evans, Detroit. 22.
G Thomas. Seattle. 22, Kingman.
Oakland. 22. Presley. Seattle. 22
STOLEN BASES - R Render
son New York, 46, Wilson Kansas
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ankees* Martin hospitalized
ARLINGTON, Texas
Martin was examined
(AP) - New York today by a respiratory
Yankees Manager Billy specialist, who said the.
Martin, suffering a par- Yankee manager had
tially collapsed lung, suffered a "25 percent
will remain in Arlington collapsed lung"_ as the
Memorial Hospital for result of an injection for
two to three days while back spasms by a doctor
his team )41plays
in Sunday that punctured
Cleveland.
one of his lungs.
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period of July 22-28.
At. one point during
the week, Guerrero
reached base 14 straight
times to set a club
record.

*A rebate check for 10% of your
total order will come directly from
J I Case Co. in six to eight weeks.
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13 Color Portraits
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NI. honors Dodgers' Guerrero
NEW YORK lATh Outfielder Pedro Guerrero of the Los Angeles
Dodgers, who batted
.579, was named the National League's player
of the Week for the

junior year. Somerset
was 13-1 and ranked No.
1 most of the season last
year, but was upset in
the state semifinals by
Newport Catholic.

fire in the north
England city of Bradford - accepting
testimony that the burning tobacco or lighted
match fell througti-,the
floor boards of the
stand.
Under British law,
misadventure is a
homicide committed ac
cidentally by a person
performing a lawful action without the intention of doing harm.

753-8355

Los Angeles
San Diego
471n1 uinati
Houston
Atlanta
San Francisco

Chicago (Seaver 108 at Boston r Boyd 11-8 r fl.
Texas rHoototi 5-et at Milwaukee rHaas 7.5i n
Minnesota i Smithson 10.7, at Seattle Swift 3.4,. ,n
California i Witt 8.71 at Oakland t Sutton 9-61. n
Wednesday'sGames
Kansas City at Detroit
Texas at Milwaukee
Minnesota at Seattle
New York at Cleveland, in
Toronto at Baltimore n
Chicago at Boston in,
California at Oakland. In 1 NATIONAL LEAGUE
East(Nyman
W L
Pd.
GB
St Louis
50 37
615
New York
57' 41
5112
3
Montreal
56 44
560 5
Chicago
51 16
526
Sly
l'hiladelphia
44 53
454 151
,
l'ittsburgh
31 65
323 28

Soccer stadium deaths
termed 'misadventure'
BRADFORD,
England (AP) - A jury
decided that a soccer
stadium blaze which
killed 56 people was
started when burning
tobacco, possibly a
cigarette butt or a
match, ignited trash
below a wooden stand,
and ruled the tragedy
was accidental.
The jury gave a verdict of misadventure for
the deaths in the May 11

901 SYCAMORE

Major League Baseball Stagnings

Three honored by Associated Press
as 1985 state prep athletes of year
LOUISVILLE, Ky,.
(AP ) - Lewis Morris, a
pitcher from
Cumberland High
School, and Tony
Massey, an All-State
safety from Somerset
High School, have been
chosen the Kentucky
Associated Press 1985
prep male athletes of
the year.
Brigette Combs, an
All-State forward from
Whitesburg and the 1985
Miss Kentucky Basketball, was selected the
female prep athlete of
the year in voting by
sportwriters and sportcasters across the state.
Morris, 6-foot-7, 175
pounds, had a 9-2 record
his senior year at
Cumberland, with a 31-3
career record. He was
named all-district, allregional, all-sectional,
all -state and all conference in baseball.
He had been a
member of the baseball
team since the 'seventh
grade.
Morris also started at
guard for the
Cumberland basketball
team, averaging 24
-points, -11.5 rebounds
and five assists his
senior year. In the
classroom, he had a 3.5
grade-point average.
He will attend East
Tennessee State in the
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Put together a big order and save

3MEMMMa

By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) The odds, the man from
Caesars ?Mace said.
favor challenger
Thomas Hearns at 2-1
against North American
Boxing Federation middlev,eight champion
James Shuler for their
Nov. 14 fight in Las
Vegas.
Shuler, unbeaten in 22
professional fights,
smiled at the price.
•
"I'm always the
underdog," he said. "I

ES1)A1', Jt 1.1 30, 1985
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DWAIN
S. 12th St.
Murray. Ky.
TAYLOR
502 753 2617
CHEVROLET, INC.

OFFER GOOD ON DATES LISTED-BELOW a
Present this coupon to the photographer
I

•N Is 6..
• '"'"'

•

1141.11,
W

11111 title lee%

One Coupon Per Family
I Save $3.00 ON OUR REGULAR I
$8.95 portrait package.

izaiii
4

•Betteoes•Hydraulic supplies
•Tillage parts• Mower pens
•Tractor parts•Bearings
• Fitters•Radios
•Tools•Lubricants
•Others

per month

'Based on 45 moot,'

'V OFF

•

1934 - 1985

-

IiI

McKee! Equipment Co.
MURRAY - 503 WALNUT - 75,3-3062
PADUCAH - JULIA ST. - 444-0110

Limit one special package ger subject. Black and white backgrsunds
and special effects portraits NOT available in advertising- package.
Shooting Dates: Wednesday. July 3194-Sunday. August
4t
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Fifth Third Bancorp buys Kentucky bank
By Abigail
Van Buren

Mother-In-Law Overstays Her
Welcome Before Visit Begins
DEAR ABBY. I've been married. lifetime. The trustee (probably a
for two years to a man who neve;-• bank)could be directed to distribute
got along very well with his family., the money, from the income or
+I've never met any of them.)
principal, only for the daughter's
His mother wrote to us saying she
benefit,. as the trustee decides is
would like to visit us toward the end
appropriate.
of the summer, so we invited her to
While the son-in-law would
come for f4•ur or five days. She wrote
probably benefit indirectly from this
back saying she was coming for a
arrangement, the daughter would
to-week visit and was bringing her
get the primary benefit, and the
sister and her sister's daughter with
principal of the trust would give her
her'
financial security for the rest of her
We wrote her saying we had a
life.
very small house and were not able
DONALD R. WAISEL,
to have guests for two weeks, but the
ATTORNEY AT LAW,
three of them could come for one
HARRISBURG,PA,
week only Well,she wrote back and
said she had to stay for two weeks to
DEAR MR. WAISEL: You are
get a reduced air fare!
right, of course. And judging
Dear Abby. are we stuck with
from the number of letters I
three people for two weeks? We just
received from lawyers and trust
can't -handle it! His mother is not
officers, I not only missed the
elderly, poor or disabled, if that
boat, I missed the entire fleet.
makes a difference. Help!
•••
NO NAME,OF COURSE
DEAR NO NAME:Even though
this woman is your' husband's
mother, it doesn't give her the
.right to stretch a four- to fiveday invitation to two-weeks and
.bring two additional guests to
boot.
Tell her that if they stay two
weeks, you will be glad to make
reservations at a nearby motel
for the second week. And if you
can't pick up the tab, send her
the motel rates and ask for her
preference.
•• •

DEAR ABBY: You missed the
boat in youf answer to "Bewildered,"
the couple Who were sure that if they
loft theli considerable estate to their
only daughter, she would spend it
all on her "no-good" husband.
• You sat& "-There is no way you
can control the way your daughter
spends her inheritance." This is not
SO

,

You should have suggested that
they consult a lawyer experienced in
wills and trusts, and consider leaving the_inheritance.in_ a truat for the
benefit of their daughter for her

DEAR ABBY: Two weeks ago I
might have felt the same as "Disappointed Mom," but I hope that she
will be thankful for her daughter's
good qualities as you advised.
My daughter is nearly 20. She
graduated No. I in her class and
had her pick of the top colleges. She
was beautiful and talented, but never
seemed interested in boys the way
most girls were.
After her freshman year of college,
she told me she had fallen in love
with another woman! My world fell
apart, Abby. If .she had had a
normal heterosexual relationship, I
would have overlooked everything
else.
I still pray that some wonderful
man will come along and sweep her
off her feet. I love her with all my
heart, but don't think I will ever be
able to accept her lifestyle.
STILL ROPEFUL
DEAR STILL: If you love her,
you will learn more about her
"lifestyle." Do yourself-and
your daughter-a favor, and
write to PARENTS FLAG, P.O.
Box 24565, Los Angeles, Calif.
90024.
-oTI-1APPEN5 !N

EIGHT MORE `I EARS ?

CINCINNATI (AP Fifth Third Bancorp of
Cincinnati is purchasing
a Kentucky bank, the
first interstate acquisition since Ohio Gov.
Richard Celeste signed
the state's interstate
banking bill into law two
weeks ago.
Fifth Third said Monday it is buying
American Bancorp Inc.

of Newport, Ky., for and the Fifth Third acabout $8.5 million in quisition should be comstock.
pleted by January.
Ohio banking industry
American National
observers expected the has $109 million in
first interstate buying assets and four branspree to begin in Cincin- ches in northern Kennati, with the local tucky, two in Newport
banks extending their and one each in
reach across the .Ohio Highland Heights and
River into northern Bellevue. It is a
Kentucky. The new law member of Fifth Third's
talas effect in October, Jeanie automated teller

machine network,and is
also a correspondent
bank of Fifth Third.
Negotiations between
Fifth Third and
American National had
been going on for some
months, in anticipation
of passage of the interstate banking law,
said Fifth Third
treasurer P. Michael
Biunim.
Robert J. Borchers,
president of American
National, said the acquisition will help the
bank keep up with innovations in the industry. He said
American National is

Producers register complaints
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) - A state official
tasked with preventing
water pollution was surprised by independent
oil producers who
trouped to Frankfort,
complaining of strict
regulations for disposing of the salt water that
often gushes from their
wells.
The six producers,
who came before a
legislative subcommittee Monday, said they
run small, independent
operations in Elliott
County.
They included David
Peters, who said a requirement to pump
brine back into the
ground would cost more
than his two wells produce, and Gretta
Wheeler, who said the
state created its brine-

pollution problem by "blames (brine pollufailing to enforce the tion) all on the small oil
law consistently in the and gas producers in
past.
Kentucky and that's unThey targeted mostabf fair. We're not going to
their complaints on Don sit here and take all the
Harker, director of the blame for this."
Division of Water in the
If forced to shut down,
Natural Resources and
Environmental Protec- "We would have to get
tion Cabinet. Harker, on welfare, draw food
they said, isn't in- stamps," she said.
terested in any alter- "We're fighting for our
native to brine bread and butter on the
table."
"reinjection.:'
Harker said he was
"I had met with all of
them," Harker said in "open to look at any
an interview. "I thought solution" for brine
we were farther along disposal. But at least
than what Mrs. Wheeler one alternative - perindicated and Mr. mits for controlled
discharge of brine into
Peters."
streams - can't be exMrs. Wheeler, who ercised while lawsuits
with husband Wendell challenging the state's
Wheeler operates 39 brine-pollution regulawells in the Sandy Hook tions are pending, he
area, said Harker said.

2 .Notice
COSMETOLOGY by
LaDora, a new hair
salon. Cuts $5, perms
$25, shampoo/set $5,
manicure $3.50 .
753-0658. Closed Wed.
,

Cindi Lin
Ceramics
Classes Tue.-Thurs.
2:00 p.m. til 10 p.m
1 mile from Murray
Hwy. 94 East
Phone 753-0079
NO CREDIT
CHECK!
'LIMITED OFFER

1974 Lincoln
Mark IV. -Good
condition, rebuilt
engine. $2,200.
753-8500

$ 1,000"
CASH REWARD
For
information
leading to the arrest of
person(s) and
or
recovery of property
taken by those per
son(s) in the break-in of
the Waugh residents in
Sherwood Forest Subd
on July 15th, 1985

›bL,(now
th,s
reoh)
, isn't so bod-- but
The falks up above sure
seen, to live it up

Jim Suiter &
Jerry Henry will
jn
be
our
showroom
from 6:30-8:00
Mon., Tues.,
Thurs., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS,INC.
Olds Pont Cad Buick

at

5. Lost and Found
1.0UND 3 Cocker
Spaniels, blonde, 2
puppies & mother, on
Hwy. 94 east. Call after
6p.m. 759-4886.

).•
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Life on cloud eight

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
0'4- A-5 TfriAT

- E BLILPIWG,
NAW ZERO?

V

THAT THE
SMOKEHOUSE

YOUR WIFE CAN'T
STAND PIPE SMOKE
iN THE HOUSE,
HUH?'

1 Possessive
pronoun
4 Examines
minutely
9 Lift with lever
12 Male sheep
13 Fold
14 Hasten
15 Trumpeter bird
17 Feeling
19 Nobelman
21 Guido's high
note
22 Infantryman
25 Wear away
29 Negative prefix
30 Small stoves
32 Twist
33 Dutch town
35 Quiet
37 Inlet
1

2

Answer to Previous Puzzle
LIT
ADMET
MOW
ADO
NEAS
ARA
COMPEL
E ANT E
ITEM
R
EMIT
GAS
RN
PART INEY
EL
SAT
ROD
TO
CATTLEMAN
BET
TREE
DOT
HER
RE
BALE
BANNER
GAMBOL
0B I
LOPED
EWE
GAP
STEMSGET'
3 Little
4 Alcohol
5 Negative prefix

DOWN
1 Kind of pension
plan : init.
2 Label

3

4

5

6

7

6 Toll
7 Dotnesticate
8

9

12

10

11

14

lil
Ill

II
111

111
ill

MI

Iil f•

MEd
NU fill
Ill NUUU
N. N NUUUNil
MI

ill

ill

low
tion,
Ford
Call

comb
WAT1
junk
am
ceivi
mittt
Jo's I
15.

5. Lost and Found
LOST water ski, Nash
brand, natural wood
finish with black lettering. Lost Wed. afternoon between Wildcat
and Blood River. Call
753-5804.

WRTT
ref ril
tured
$8.00
Good,
WAY
duty
cycle
w e e
Gooch

LOST
"BUSTER"

16. I

Yellow Collar
753-4703 Day
753-9909 Nite
REWARD!

Ram

celler
Couc
condi'
lamp:
as a

MC VISA

Your anonymity-will be
protected
759 1049

38 Reject
40 Gastropod
mollusk
42 Distance
measure: abbr.
43 Expunge
45 Locate
47 Weight of India
49 Roman tyrant
50 Netted
54 Replay of
TV show
57 Paddle
58 Country of Asia
60 Prefix: three
61 Possess
62 Artist's stand
63 Pismire

1 4.

Fifth Third wants to
create a single market
for the metropolitan
area, including northern
Kentucky. "Certainly
within some period of
time, we'll have to call it
Fifth Third," Brumm
said.

duty
selec
per
Gooch

22.

GUARANTEED!
For application call
CREDIT •
1-800-637-6680
(toll free)

Salyersville in the
Brown said 35 tolleastern hills.
plaza workers will be afEast of Salyersville, fected. Many will be
Kentucky 114 effectively transferred to jobs
extends the parkway to elsewhere, and some
Prestonsburg.
• State highway have decided to .retire,
workers will begin he said.
dismantling the CampToll booths charging
ton and Gullett plazas 30 cents at Clay City and
and barriers soon after 50 cents at Stanton were
the last tolls are paid
Wednesday night, said closed Jan. 31 when the
built the fourCharles Brown, director bonds that
Winchester-to lane
of toll facilities in the
state Transportation Campton section of the
road were paid off.
Cabinet.

ACROSS

Now, American National will be able tootfar its customers new
products as soon as
Fifth Third has them.

Recteye a MasterCard or Visa
credit card regardless of your
past credit history. or present
marital status
ISo Sayings
Account RequiredIII

GET TO HANG AROUNC
51-10PPIN6 ALL5!

IT'S TIMES
LIKE THIS
I WISH OPIE
COUP TALK

13. I
TT
need
Will
or 3
2282.
WTT
bedrr
city
for la

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

Mountain Parkway is toll-free
SAL YERSVILLE,
Ky.(AP)- At midnight
Wednesday, the last of
the bonds will be paid
off and the last tolls will
be lifted on the 72-mile
Bert T. Combs Mountain Parkway.
The Campton and
Gullett toll plazas,
which charge 40 cents
each, will close and
motorists will be able to
ride non-stop and tollfree from Winchester in
the central Kentucky
Bluegrass region to

too small to develop new
banking products on its
own and usually has to
buy them from another
bank to provide them to
its customers.

8 Shoulder wrap
9.Greek letter
10 Spanish for
"river"
11 Deep yearning
16 Fashion
18 Fruit cake
20 Depressions
22 Strainer
23 Command
24 Showers
26 Possessive
pronoun
27 Propulsion •
28 Related o'i.
mother's side
31 Killed •
34 Sched. abbr
36 True to the-fact
39 Greek peak
41 Entice
44 Uncanny
46 Chief artery
45 Rockfish

litisje11111111111LL--311-Cr4i1ikila64
3
51 Ordinance
iill ill ill
52 Sea eagle
Dentists
EMI
ill lil
Nil 53 degree
abbr
Valle
NUU NUUNUUU 5655 Insect
egg
dUU dUUUU NUN 59 That is: abbr

num

band
most
901-64

24.
1-711
Horse
wart
buncl
Stoke:
T-P7
shoes.
6- $2
drum
condit
1400 V

6. Help Wanted
T1ABYSITTER, 15 .Tirs

per week, must have
own transportation, references required. Call
762-4798.
EASY ASSEMBLY
WORK! $600.00 per 100.
Guaranteed payment.
No experience/no
sales. Details send selfaddressed stamped envelope; Elan Vital- 332,
3418 Enterprise Rd., Ft.
Pierce, Fl, 33482.
1:XCELLENT income
for part time home
assembly work. For
info. call 504-641-8003
Ext. 8047.
}.
, .XCELLENT income
for home assembly
work. For info call
504-646-0315 Ext. A-719.
1..XPERIENCED
licensed plumbers.
Project location Fulton,
Tn. Phone 901-479-2311.
LOCAL Mayfield Company now taking applications for sales representatives for
Murray area. Excellent
pay structure. No experience necessary, will
train. Transportation
required. Must be 18
years of age. Apply in
person immediately to
313 South 7th St.,
Mayfield. Ky. between
9a.m. & 5p.m.
IvlAYFIELD- Company
now taking applications
-ter sales positions. Excellent pay & advancement opportunity.
Year round employment. For appointment
& interview call 247-6577
or 247-6604. No experience necessary, will
train.
NEED a babysitter 1/2
a day for kindergarden
child at North Elementary, prefer in my home
dr must have own transportation. Call 753-0298
after 6p.m.
ORGANIST needed for
both 8am & llam Sunday Church Services, to
apply call 753-3876 from
8am-12pm.
SALES, over 19 years
age? Have pleasant
appearance, good with
people? Earn while you
learn a new and exciting career. Resort on
Lake Barkley now hiring. Call Mr. Frost for
appointment 502-9245814.
SECRETARY for
medical office, must
type. Please write P.O.
Box 1040-G, Murray,
KY.
ALO Johns now accepting applications.
Must be clean, hard
working & dependable.
No ph
WAN D tobacco cutting help, experience.
Call 492-8411.
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9. Situation Wanted
WILL clean your house
or office. Have excellent references. Call
after 6p.m. 759-1762. •
WILL do babysitUng In
my home, infant to 5
years of age. Call
753-0370. .
WILL do house cleaning, experienced, dependable, references.
753-0043.

nit
stain
2 (;
ref rii
ti. lit
%onal
Itur
This
joint!
Stalf
Inter

--- nights a week. Good
•refereirces. Phone 7534690.
.10. Business Opportunity
Men= Ina:
One mile from Murray.
Call 750-9654 after 6pM.

I

•'Mint
and a
hart.
ha se

tr.

,
'

••
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CLASSIFIEDS
13. For Sale or Trade
24. Miscellaneous
1973 CHEVELLE SS,
JULY clearance sale.
needs minor repair.
Will trade for dirt bike Used riding mowers- 10
or 3-wheeler. Call 474- HP Case, 8 HP Sears, 11
HP Gilson, 154 Cub
2282.
Lo-Boy, 12 HP M-F, 10
WILL trade nice
HP J-D, 7 HP Snapper.
bedrm. brick home in
All the above at special
city appraised in 40's
discount prices. See
for land. 753-3006.
Keith at Stokes Tractor
753-1319.
14. Want to Buy
ODD doors $10.00 each.
Mom private parry, Damaged ,roll roofing
low mileage, good cndi- $6.00 -a roll & up.
tion, 2 dr, Chevy or American made nails
Ford, 1960's to 1070's. size 8-20, MOO for 50
Call 354-8469 after lbs. Paschall Salvage,
Hazel, 498-8964.
5:30p.m.
GOOD used 4 row PATIENT lift, wheel
chair, breathing
combine. Call 435-4487.
WANTED: electronic machine and stiction
Junk CB's, computers, machine $500 or will sell
am-ps, satellite re- seperately 474-8820.
ceivers, LNA trans- QUEEN size mattress X
mitters, radio's, etc. box springs. Call after
6p.m. 759-1958.
Jo's Palace.
RAILROAD ties, 3
grades, $7, $9 & $12. Call
15. Articles for Sale
753-2905 or 435-4343.
cu. ft
refrigerator with tex- ROTO-Hoe Rear Tine
Tillers going at close
tured steel door, only
$8.00 per week. Rudolph out prices Absolute Net
Cost, 5 HP and 8 HP.
Goodyear 753-0595.
Check our price before
WHIRLPOOL heavy
you buy for fall use! See
duty washer with 4
Stokes Tractor 753cycles, opibr $6.00 per at
week. Rudolph 1319.
ROYAL 110 COPIER
Goodyear, 753-0595.
for sale. Provides clear
copies on regular copy
16. Home Furnishings
paper, letterhead, etc.
ROCKER recliner, ex- Used in office for
cellent condition, $100. three(3) years and have
Couch & chair, good purchased a larger
condition, $75. Pair of machines to meet inlamps, $15, or will sell creasing office needs.
as a group for $180. Call Excellent for small
business office requirPuryear 901-247-5542.
WHIRLPOOL heavy ing less than 1000 copies
per month. Call 759-9922
duty dryer with 3 temp
selections, only $4.00 between 8:30a.m. and
per Week. Rudolph 5:00p.m., Monday
through Friday.
Goodyear. 753-0595.
SEASONED firewood
oak, .hickory, mixed
Musical
22.
hardwoods $30/rick
liUNDY flute, quality delivered. Min. order 2
band instrument, al- ricks. Call John Boyer
most new. $200. Celli 753-0338.
901-644-9077.
WALNUT lumber 1"
thick, various lengths,
1700 ft. Cherry lumber,
24. Miscellaneous
1" thick, various
1 NEW A•81 Wheel lengths, 600 ft. Call
Horse Demo- still with 9017823572.
warranty. Save a
bunch. See Keith at
Stokes Tractor 753-1319.
WHIRLPOOL
2 PAIR white band
shoes. size 8- $5, size 5 or
Air Conditioners
6- $2. Ludwig Snare
5,000 B.T.U.
drum & case, good
$4.00 Per Week
condition. $150. See at
1400 Vine. 753-4783.
10,000 B.T.U.
GET a Horse- Wheel
Per Week
$6.50
Horse of Course. We
18,000 B.T.U.
have a few new Wheel
Horse mowers in stock
$8.25 Per Week
at special close out
25,000 B.T.U.
prices See Keith at
$10.75 Per Week
Stokes 'T.-ractor.
753-1319
(With Approved
HON office desk &
Credit)
swivel chair, 3 years
Rudolph
old, tan walnut top. Call
753-3921.

27. Mobile Homes for Sale
12x80 2 BEDROOM,
newly carpeted, partly
furnished. Located in
Calloway Co. Call 502247-2853.
19/6 I2x65 NEW Moon
trailer and lot adj.
structures and storage
building for. More info.
Call 759-4093.
1984 14x70, 2 BR, 2
baths, lots of extras, 10
months old. Must see to
appreciate. Call 7539644.
MUST sell nice
e
wide mobile home. For
more information call
753-7849 or 437-4931.
OLDER 2 BR mobile
home on 1 acre with
20x30 garage. Must see
to appreciate, $1 .000.
Phone 753-4506.
RELOCATE nikiet
U12x70, 2BR, 11/2 baths,
living room, kitchen,
dining R., partly furnished. Good condition.
Storage R., closed in
B.porch, 18x24 screened
front P., carport,well,
storage building, satellite TV, 3 lots, security
light. Must see to appreciate. $14,000. Call
502-436-2913.
RELOCATING, must
sell. 1983 14x70, 3 BR, 1]
bath, 21x21 living area,
fireplace with insert,
ceiling fans. See at F-2
Coach Estates or call
901-352-3462 collect
anytime.
TRAILER for sale.
12x60, see Brandon Dills
Trailer Court. 753-9104.

32. Apts for
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38. Pets-Supplies

46. Homes for Sale

52. Boats-Motors
53. Services Offered
53. Services Offered
18 FT. Summerset boat,
puppies.
BEAGLE
3
8
BR,
2
bath
APARTMENT located 1
brick, acre 140 hp
GENERAL maintenEvinrude motor.
block from downtown Also, 2 year old male, lot, well insulated, new
ance, roofing, painting
Painting
1 owner, metallic blue,
hunters
or
pet
good
roof,
built-in BBQ pit,
shops & ,sevices. Call
etc. 20 yrs. experience.
Interior & exterior,
patio. 753-2499 after swivel seats,
753.9251 days or 753-0662 Call 753-0630 after 4p.m.
Free estimates, Call
waikthrough.w
indquality
Comwork
German
Shepherd
5p.m.
nights:
AKC
•
474-2330.
shield, $5000. 492-8429.
petitive
Insured.
prices.
black
&
puppies,
tan,
owner, 3 BR brick
rEMALE house mate
STUMP REMOVAL
16 FT. fiberglass boat &
Over 16 years ex wanted. Must be em- excellent blood lines. ranch home. Peggy Ann
SERVICE. -Tired of
trailer,
40
h.p.
Johnson,
perience. Call Ralph
ployed, responsible & Very :good with chil- Dr. 2 baths, 2 car
unsightly stumps and
like
new.
Call
436-2743.
trained.
Worley 759-1050
garage, stove & dish
over 21. $200 per month dren. Easily
mowing around them?
washer, central heat & FOR sale- the „cutest
plus security deposit. 901-247-3374 after 4p.m.
We can. emove any
AKC registered air, newly painted. Low little houseboat on Ken- MITCHELL Paving
Cal; 759-1936 after 6p.m.
stump and leave a fresh
tucky Lake. 33 foot
1.1.11-tNISHED apart- Pomeranian puppies, 6 40's. Call 759-1472 after
.Sealing striping, repair seed bed with no damSeagoing* with large
ments,, 1 or 2 BED- weeks old, cream. Call 2p m. for appointment.
& complete asphalt age to surrounding
front 'deck, 4 cyl. Volvo
1,NT/CA nice 3 BR home engine,
ROOM.- Also, sleeping 753-5950, 753-9756.
installation. All jobs, lawn. Larry Wood 753air, shower, large
rooms. Zimmerman 1TEAGAL. 4 years old, with double carport &
& small. Call 0211.
radios,
tape
player,
apartments, S. 16th, male, good hunting,dog. storage area, large
753-1537.
excellent
condition.
patio, double concrete
753-6609.
Call 753-2708 after 5p.m.
MC1wING. Also, hauling
driveway, central air, Under $10,000. See at and yard work. ReFURNISHED or unAluminum
Town
&
Country
Marina
storm door & window.
furnished 1 BR apt. 4 0 . Produce
asonable rates, good
Service Co.
Recently redecorated. or 818-524-2533.
near MSU, stove, rereferences. Call Jerry
SAILBOAT, 11 ft. Snarls
AluestInwn and vinyl
frigerator & A.C. $175 $7.00 a bushel delivered. Located near MSU.
759-9661.
ildthip. Custom trim
Dishwasher, garbage "Mayflower", complete
mo plus deposit. 492- Call 759-4799.
with
trailer and acdisposal, refrigerator,
work. References.
8206.
YOU pick green beans
cessories. Holds up to 3 trees? Topping, prunColl Will Ed leilary,
LARGE I BR apt. for & purple hull peas. $8 a stove all included. Ask- or 4
ing,
shaping,
complete
adults. Call
single man. Stove, re- bushel. Call 753-8848 or ing 145,000 will consider 753-9752.
removal and more. Call
753-0689
owner
financing.
Call
frigerator, air con- 753-3373.
BOVER'S TREE
753-3807
or
BASEMENT?
WET
753-8477.
We
ditioning, plenty of
SERVICE for Pro1, OR sale by owner, 2
make wet basements
parking & privacy. $135 41, Public Sales
fessional
tree
care.
BR house with large lot. 53. Services Offered
dry. Work completely
a month. 759-1987.
753-0338.
GIANT yard sale. Bus
ONE bedroom Apart- mess books, clothes, Priced to sell. $16,000. ALL type masonry ODD job specialist. guaranteed. Call or
work, block, brick, ceiling fans, electrical, write Morgan Con'
ment, furnished, adjoin- shoes, beds, chests, Call 753-5477.
NEED to move. Price concrete, driveways, plumbing. fencing. You struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
ing college. Call 753-3134.
dressers, bedroom Reduced
HOUSE and sidewalks, patios, house name it, I do it. You 409A, Paducah, Ky.
ONE bedroom apart- suites, couches, chairs,
ment for rent in Pan- refrigerator, ranges, two lots. 3 BR, dining foundations. 25 years buy, I install. You 42001 or call 1-442-7026.
o rama Shores, dryers, suntan oil & room, kitchen, living experience. Free es- break, I fix. Call 436- WILL do bush hogging.
Call 753-8590.
lakeview, fireplace. lotion at $1.00 & $1.25 room and utility room. 2 timates. Call Charles 2868.
Partially furnished. bottle, antiques. Some- storage buildings, car- Barnett 753-5476.
PAINTING =Paper WILL haul white rock,
Lease, deposit required. thing for everyone. port, grape vines and APPLIANCE
hanging. commerical or sand, lime, rip rap and
No children or pets. Trash & Treasure, 806 berries vines. Price SERVICE. Kenmore, residential, Free es- masonary sand, coal,
$22,000. Phone 492-8492.
Westinghouse, timates, References. 25 dirt, gravel, fill sand.
436-2484.
Coldwater Rd. 753-4569.
JUST listed 'through Whirlpool. 23 years years experiehce, Call Roger Hudson,
TAKING applications
Kopperud Realty, experience. Parts and Tremon Farris 759-1987
753 4545 or 753-6763.
for Section 8. Rent 43. Real Estate
several quality 3 BR service. Bobby Hopper.
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3 BANK of Murray.8z
Fm homes, both in the city Bob's Appliance SerBR. Apply Hilldale H.A. repossessed
proApts., Hardin. Ky. perties. Other listings, & in the county. Priced vice. 202 .S. 5th St.
in the 30's 1 40's. Phone Business 753-4872. 436E qual Housing Murray-Calloway
Co. us for more details on 5848 i home).
Opportunity.
Realty, 304 N. 12th St.
WANTED female to 753-8146 or Ron Talent these quality homes APPLIANCE REPAIR:
*Boxing
753-1222.
Factory authorized for
28. Mobile Homes for Rent share apartment with
753-9894.
*Farming
Tappan, Kelvinator and
OR 3 BR, -furnished, female nursing student. CHOICE 35 Acres lake 47.
Free Estimates
*Barn Posts
Brown. Service on gas
Motorcycles
AC/natural gas. Shady Completely furnished at front property on main
759-1983
and electric ranges,
E
mbassy
Apts.
*Fence
Oaks 753-5209.
body of lake. Over 600 '1978 HONDA 750-K, microwaves, disRoommate pays half of feet of water
Posts
frontage, good condition, $500. hwashers, rerent, utilities & deposit. long black
29. Heating and Cooling
top road Also, 1981 750 Yamaha frigerators, etc. Earl SUMMER is here.
*Treated
Lumber
Paducah 554-5936 or access (Ky.
19181 Virago, 2,600 miles, Lovett. 354-6956 or 753- Bring your mowers
USED window air con.353-8323.
*Metal Roofing
Southeast of Murray $1650. Excellent condi- 5341
(riding & push), tillers,
ditioner, 18,000 BTU's,
*Farm Hardware
new compressor, used 2 33. Rooms for Rent . near Pine Bluff. Suita- tion. Call 753-6082.
BYARS Brothers & chain saws. small enble for resort,,,motel or 1984 HONDA Shadow Sons. Siding, gutters, gines and welding to
months. Call 753-4825.
ROOMS for girls or super home sites. 500. windshield & luggMoody's Repair for
See at 1406 Hughes Ave.
boys near university. Priced under $2000 per age rack, 2 Fulmer roofs, replacement their tune up and overwindows.
30
yrs.
exCall 753-8146 or 753-0894.
30. Business Rentals
acre. Terms available helmets. excellent con- perience.
Free es- haul. Cherry Corner
Ken Shores Estates dition. Runs great! timates.
Road. 753-5668. Free
(502)362-4895.
34. Houses for. Rent
11650. 753-7312.
753-7531.
DAVE'S Window Clean- pickup & delivery..Work
Stow-A-Way
BR brick, In town, ROPPERUD Realty 1984 YAMAHA 226DX
ing Service. Call 436-2845 Guaranteed.
Mini warehouses
washer, dryer, stove, offers and excellent 3-wheeler. Call 753,6546.
TREES trimmed or
or 753-9873.
Drive
dishwasher, ac, drapes, selection of quality '83 KAWASAKI 440 LTD
removed. Also. yard
under
new
. Murray. KY
furnished. Rent plus' homes with over 200 including- helmet, win- 1J-ENNIS McClure con- work
Experie'nced.
management.
Phone 759-1099
deposit. No pets. 753- properties currently of- dshield. Sharp, must struction, roofing. Free estimates. Call
painting, plumbing, in6397.
fered for sale. For all sell. Call 435-4444.
436-2690.
terior or exterior.
1-4 BDRM., 2 bath, your Real Estate needs
Phone 502-382-2689, Rt. TREE work. Complete 56 Free Column
appliances. Near MW. phone 753-1222, or visit 49. Used Cars
removal, topping, tri1, Sedalia.
$400/month & deposit. our office at 711 Main.
1970 GALAXY Ford, 1 leb.;NL'E sales at Sears mming & stumps re- LABRADOR mix pupTemporary No.
753-3006.
owner, 90.000 actual now. Call Sears 753-2310 moved. Insured. Call pies need a home- Free
247-3538
BR brick, AB Lassiter 46. Homes for Sale
miles, runs good, 8325. for free estimate for 753-0211.
759-1484.
Anyone previously on
Rd.. $300 month. Shown
NEW 3 BR, 2 bath Can be seen at 408 N. your needs.
waiting list or needing
by appointment. Call houses priced in 60's. 8th.
PIREWOOD for sale,
247-0013.
storage please call.
Must see to appreciate. 1971 PLYMOUTH Fury
oak & hickory, $25 a rick
ATHA nice 3 BR home Can secure financing 2 dr, runs good, needs including
delivery.
for
qualified
with
buyer.
double
Call
carport
exhaust. $250. call 436, Also, tree trimming &
&
32. Apts for Rent storage area, large 753-3903 after 4:30.
5510.
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
cutting. Call 474-8009.
1 & 2 BR apt. near patio, double concrete 2 BEDROOM house
1973 DATRIN 61,0. Make GENERAL HOMe
X. CUSTOM WOODWORKING
downtown Murray. driveway, central air, located at Panorama
a nice work car. Call REPAIR. 15 years
exAdults only. Call 753- storm door & window. Shores. Lo.t size
759-1668 after 4:30p.m.
perience. Carpentry,
4109, 762-6650, or 436- Recently redecorated. 90'x150'. Must sell. $27,
1974 PLYMOIFITR Du- concrete, plumbing,
2844.
80410 WOOD CABINETS &
Located near MSU. 500. Call 753-6531,
ster, chrome rocket roofing, siding. NO JOB
RAISED PANEL DOORS is
1 & 2 BR furnished Dishwasher, garbage
Goodyear
mags,
white
Birch
• Oink • VVainut • Cheery
letter
tires,
TO SMALL. Free esapartments, lease & disposal, refrigerator,
WHIRLPOOL GUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES 16
Style
Ranch
Brick
318
engine,
gold
with
tan
timates. Days 753-6973,
721 S. 12th
deposit, adults, no pets. stove all included. Rent
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
microwave oven with
interior. Very de- nights 474-2276.
10 acres 3 miles E.
g CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE & FURNITURE REFINISHING
Call 753-9208 after 4p.m.
$400 per month with $200
700 watts cooking
753-0595
pendable
car.
$800. Gt"rrERING by Sears.
woods.
Pond
&
Pasture
COMPETITIVE
perces Drumme.g a Iwo Our Display
furnished
apt.,
BR
deposit. Call 753-3807 or
power, only $4.50 week.
753-7312.
for horses. 3 BR, 2B,
Sears continuous gut•
partial utilities pd. 753-8477.
Rudoph Goodyear, 753•
1976 FORD Elite, ex- ters installed for your
2300 sq. ft. 2 car gar
Murray, Ky. 753-5940 •
1212 Main
Couple preferred. 307 N.
0595.
cellent condition. Must specifications. Call °a
$79,500
••••••••••••••••••.•
5th St. No pets.
sell. Best offer. Call Sears 753-2310 for free
37. Livestock-Supplies
753-4160
PURER' AUCTIONS
759-9510.
estimate.
vortion....Same Day Saturday. 1tigust la. 194 9:30 4.M. & 2:00 P.M.
REGISTERED Ten- NEAR Hardin, 3 BR, lf 1977 CUTLASS Supreme /NSULATION blown in
hleyandor Heal F•tate & Suction sales and Moody RealtPl'ompany hate been commissioned
nesse Walking Horses, 1 bath, brick, 2 car at- Oldsmobile, V-6, air. by Sears. TVA aphi Oddie s. Jefferes to sell at public auction his farm and personal property, and
the I. & 'S Lounge.
mare, 1 Gelding, sorrel] tached garage, 15x24 power brakes & power proved. Save on those
including all equipment and fixtures Inside. Paris, Tennessee. 140.5•I. Acres-Selling On At1
Abcolor, excellent saddle swimming pool, central steering, tilt & cruise, high heating and coolsolute Bases-Offered in Tracts Sale will tie held on the farm located Smiles south of Paris
on
Fire Tower Road. go 5 rt miles south of Paris toward Huntingdon on Hwy 677 and turn right
qualities. Call 901-782- heat & air on 7) acres, 350 transmission. Real ing bills. Call Sears
onto
Eire Tower Road toward Henry Go 1 1 mile to gravel drive and turn right Go 3(10 mile to
3572.
south
$53,500. Phone Ginger. good condition. 492-8613.
753-2310 for free
edge of farm Turn off )'aris-Mt-Kenzie Hwy 679 in Henry TN on Fire Tower Road toward Mansfield
PONY for sale, full wood Realty 502-362- 1977 FORD Pinto, local estimate.
,tnd go ti 4 miles and turn lett on gravel ioad Deer Hunter's Delight This farm offers excellent
grown, brown with 8948.
car, 47+ + actual miles. JOINER'S complete
tpportunities Mr prime deer hunting and small game hunting Sveral large bucks were harvested
white spots, gentle with FAME
do the farm last year Ito not miss this opportunity to come and buy one or more tracts to
-reduced 17573eiti Can be seen at 1305 tree service, 32 yrs.
have
tor own private retreat or hunting preserve Tract 1: House and approximately 15 acres of land
children, $100. Call 438- on this quality 3 BR Kirkwood or 753-8002 experience. Also.
lrnprovements include remodeled 2 bedroom frame house, modern kitchen with custom
2528.
fter 5p.m.
oak
home situated on 75
stumps mechanically
abuiets, spat Rios. carpeted living room with exposed huged log separating the paneled kitchen
acres southwest of 1978 CHEVY station removed 10" below
area fully arpeted. panelled bedrooms, bath with molded fiberglass tub and shower combina38, Pets-Supplies
town, several barns & wagon, 9 passenger, surface. Call 753-0366.
t ion a ith antique type sink Outside improvements consist of a well. storage building, mobile
home
25 years of Experience
6 MONTHS old, AKC out buildings on pro- $2000. Call 753-7798.
hookup. 1. v tower, antenna.& older barn. Tract 2: 50.03
LAWN mower & tiller
- Acres with mobile home haokup, septic tank service pole livtrarrre barn. Innnerl.ruid.c_nass.frnced with open pasture land & some
registered Collie. Must perty & good productive
repair.
Call
Wayne
or
roll1979 280ZX 2 plus 2 gold,
ing woods land Tract 3: 24 7 • Acres of rolling wood land that has had the timber cut over
sell. Also, all breed dog farm land. Offered now
and
very good condition. Kim Wilson 3 miles S.
has a rargv open field area that would make an excellentkome site Tract 4: 500- Acres-rolling
grooming, free pickup 8z at $95,000. Phone Kopon 121. Phone 753-5086.
vooris tract that has had the timber cut The farm is/surrounded by
Call 753-3583 or 753-0195.
Westvaco timberland and
delivery. Call Sue 438- perud Realty 753-1222
LICENSED Electrician
Replogle timberland on tao.sides 1 issner and sale martikers reserve the right to combine any
1979
and
CUTLASS
5835.
for all details.
.111 tracts or make any ormhinations thereof Furniture: 4-pc bedroom suite
w...matching hp lamps.
Supreme, med. blue, for residential arid
modern oak-desk a glass top & chair, glass front china cabinet, living room suit, marble top cot.
low
mileage, 1 owner, commercial. Heating
JERRY ATKINS & ASSOC.
Ire table a mat. Nine marble top erd tables, 'Tuttle top lamp table: depression era dining
table
landeau
top, new tires, and air condition, gas
tuna t.,hinet . 6 dining chairs, turtle top Warr table, wardrobe. tredie sewing machine, wood
PRICES
SILVER
GOLD
&
DAILY
installation
and repair
book case. cedar chest , lamp table, Hammon& mantle clack . Whirlpool microwave. 2
power seats, windows,
Whirlpool
Silver
(Formerly Atkins Gutter Service
Gold
io air t °wit-Warners, New Brunswick gas stove. Whirlpool refrigerator w Are Maker;
tilt, cruise. $3600. 759- Phone 753-7203.
half bed
booki. ase recliner. 4 barstools. cabineEbar, horse collar & hams w mirror,
& Circle A Fencing)
Closed
Closed
oak hand cranked
753-4953.
4005,
t rola hand painted lamps, milk can. little wicker:stool, baskets. pictures. many knic-knacks.
NOW OFFERS A COMPLETE LINE OF
6.43
Yesterday
Yesterday 328.10
1979 MAZDA GLC Hat
'Ills," glassware. miscellaneous
REPAIRS
Aluminum & Vinyl Siding.
chback, excellent conPISE1.1e ,SUCTION OF THE I. Si S 11..011'NfilE& RESTAER.4NT
Opened
Opened
CB TV ond Stereos
Soffit & Trim Work.
Saturday, August 10. 16632:01) P.M. PERVF.NR. TENNESSEE
dition, 65,000. $1750.
MURRAY HOME A. AUTO
6.27
324.10
Today
Today
Sale Will be held on the properly located on 641 N. between Puryear and Murray. Ky. 10 miles
TRW VALUE
Seamless Aluminum Guttering
753-6870.
.16
Down
south of Murray. iii miles north of Parlwand II• Mlles north of Puryear. Watch for sale
4.00
Down
Nor 1+,414 Shopping Cr
arrows!!:.
Renovator Insulated Replacement Windows
1979 MUSTANG, boughf
Modern limngeAr restaurant [Wilding containing 6300 sq ft selling at
Compliments of:
absoulte auction - Lounge.
753 2571
Aluminum Carports & Patio Covers
new locally, one owner,
kitchen equipment and fixtures will be offered separate, as a complete unit, and also combined
GOLD & SILVER CUSTOM JEWELERS
u ith real estate This businesS is presently' in operation 6 days a week Iron 12 00 noon toil 00
Aluminum Screen Room Enclosures
only 38,000 miles, ps, pb,
mid
ight and %ill continue.to aperate through the sale
713 S. 12TH MURRAY, KY, 42071
ac. Asking $3,300, new ROBERTS and Walter
FENCING
This Molding a-as constructed an 1961 and is a metal free span Meath(' brand building with a metal
Construction. Roofing,
tires. 753.8702.
153 7 1 1 3
Chain Link•Split Rail*Farm•Privacy
.V stone front Dimensions are 50x1:91- with a 20xI6' extensiimi Interior of the building is
nicely
1980 PONTIAC Bon Remodeling. General
We buy Gold, Silver S. Diamonds
Financing Available Phone: 753-8407
tlecorated a Oh pannelled 9 walls and a drop in and concrete floor The pahelling is fire rated
and
Hours 10 8 Daily, 12-S Sunday
neville, 4 dr., cruise, Carpentry Call 753-5771
there is S.- ef insulation The building Is divided Into tw-o separate lounge areas
Each Is full equipMark,
for
ask
!,,,,11 with 24' padded,bar plus back bars and direct taps into the 16324- walk-in cooler
tilt, power locks, new
and kitchen
(tea The main bar features a built up dance floor. 16320' bandstand 10x16' J booth, plus sealing
brakes, new tires. Best ROOFING. Plumbing,
.toxt for booths and tables, pool tables electronic games and pin ball machines The
other bar
offer.
753 8382 after Siding. Additions,
,,ris!sts ot
padded bar back bar. IS o storage rooms. 4, drive in window The building is heated
Painting. General Car5p.m.
ortlett by five lion gas packed units with air conditionmg Heated by natural gas Men & w-omen
pentry. P.A. Molony Co
Kentucky Central Insurance Companies
1981
I, It: facilities 1.1r eat h bar plus kitchen and office area 1 acre lot with 1049 feet of
LINCOLN
Town
highway fron753 - 8628 . Free
,,,ev and large gravel parking area and gravel street around the building for drive through
condition.
cai,
excellent
ser
OFFERING:
Estimates.
,!! e Private Flub License: Mr ()Mir. Jeffers has a Tennessee non-profit Charter
P hone 753 7273
named Henry
Automobile
,
Campers Ass,,, iation This charter was issued .by the State of Tennessee on Dec 21, 1976
maintenance.
8:30.4:30.
And ads filed and registered in the Henry County Court House in Deed
Homeowners
roofing, painting etc. 20
Book 155, Page 924.826 This
1981 OLDS Regency 98,
charter has had several hundred members. It will not be auctioned off but is available for
Firs
pur
yrs. experience. Free eshase if VIM port hase the properly Additional Improvements: 16x20' barbeque pit building with
air, tilt, cruise, new
timates. Call 474-2330.
Life
tau 15 pits lounge Equipment & Fixtures: 50 24 x24" round tables w metal base, National elec
tires, rebuilt transmis
EST arts
•Terrm
Ironic ,ash register. s24' x311 - tables. 2 door upright reach in box w glass front,
6 booths, 9 bar
sion. Call 753 5995.
odd
i
no
W
Prarrr rwriE
• s-conts,-:tan vtarsing- metal'naffs 7-t3iTrtNid
Rs.su_ Sri:4;re Pw.Nr•-wr...k.
Heil& poie rir %rood e hairs-w curved back &
'Universal Life
OONDA station waPhotography
padded 0-at, stainless steel ice bend a mixer head, 3 Vulcan 4-door
beverage boxes. 2 frost
•Guoronted Issue
gon,
new
paint,
',nip i, e nr,o hine , too lb capacity
new
Sharp electunic cash registers. 23 compartment stainless
753-8298
For Free Analysis & Quotes 'Senior Citizens
-reel hal- sinks
engine. Also, '75 Toyota
CARTER STUDIO
Cancer
lounge Equipment & Fixtures k D.J. Equipment: Peavy sound system w./PA700S
Celica 5 speed with air.
408 South 12th Street
/--fts4-84461
••-210...,1
E. er.11. T
,
,,terio amp mixer. Altec 1220 10.channel mixing board, 3 record turn-tables: 4 stack300 MAIN ST SUITE B
Call 474 2325.
IRAs
Murray. Kentucky 42071
ing Speakers w horms, 2 large cabinet speakers. Peavy commercial series C8400
1 North 3rd Entrance
81 CAPRICE Classic,
steno power amplifiers. moniters. Adcom power amps GFA1 ; 2 small spakers; mike
2 tone, V8, fully loaded,
stand, cord box, extra speaker & accessories Kitchen Equipment; Southbend gass
many extras. Very nice
FREEZER BEEF
grill & stove combination grill w 'automatic heads. 2'x17' fire ext system; Castle
call 753 1396.
stainless steel charcoal grill t 30x36- I. 2 Vulcan floor model deep fryers. Hobart
Our Angus and Angus-Hereford calves born in the spring of 1984 will
GOV'T surplus cars
slainlev, steel dishwasher: Silver King stainless steel refrigerator & sandwich.
soon be ready for processing and will be offered for sale by the side,
$200, trucks $100. Now
makeupbar. Aerohot 6-Compartment steam table; Blodgett pizza oven; Eagle
available in your area
halt-side, or whole.
stainless steel 3-compartment kitchen sink w ,power head; 2 Sanyo microwave ovens.
Call (refundable) 619
Has an Opening .tor an
By buying our beef, you can be assured of
2 Glide meat slicers, 1 food chopper:. toaster: upright freeter, chest freezer.
5651522.
24hrs
refrigerator, full line of plates, pots. pans &cooking utensils Terms: 205 down. day
-highest quality.. the breed, age, and condition of these
Assistant
Administrator
of sale, balance due within 30 days Property will sell on an absolute basis subject
50
Used Trucks
calves insure tenderness and flavor
(1) High school graduate, some
to the delivery of a free and clear deed and release of all liens Order of sale: Per-every calf born and grown on our farm...fed locally
1974 FORD window van,
sonal property 4:110 A.M.._ Farm 12:00 Noon... Restaurant Equipment Si fixtures
college preferred.
6 cyc. stick shift. Call
produced grain...no grcruth promoting chemicals usesl
Ituryear) - 2:00 P.M.... Restaurant Building Sells immediately following equipment.
This prime piece of proper' is located in Tenbessee near the Kentucky line. The ad
759-9512 or 753-0366.
(2)Previous health care experience
-expert processing.. wrapped in air-tight transparent film
joining county in Kentucky is a dry county. It is convenient to Murray and Murray
1984 MAZDA pickur
and quick frozen ready for your-freezer...every cut
helpful
State I . nlr ersitr which has an enrollment of approximately 7400 students. For more
Sport LE. 6,000 miles
included, no -choice cuts held back dVlow quality cuts
Informattos-contwc14-Teavaxy.Macaty---Moody Itealta company • 414 Ton St.. Paris.
Excellent
condition
(3) Must enjoy working directly
.
LyEariminzartmaittM -AID 442-4100 nig4r4t,- substituted...livg,r is free
Call 759-1054 after 5 PM
with residents and families.
:our 15 years of production experience.. we know the
For further Information. con..act
quality expected... only that rituality leaves our farm
82 Ford Van
ALEXANDER REAL ESTATE AUCTION SALES
Weight per side will range from 240 to 300 lbs. Price 'will be in the
Send Resume to;
'Action Cony
MARVIN E. ALEXANDER, Auctioneer cal
Pso 47 Fin. Lie So 107
81.20-1.25/lb range lhanging weight basis with all normal processing
Brown Color
Fern TerradeLodge
Off. 239 University Street
Phone 587 -4244
Martin, Tennessee 38237
Double Heat & Air costs paid).
MARVIN ALE VANDER
WEIVOELL at Fr ANDER
1505 Stadium View Drive
Loaded 39.900 M
To place your order or for mote information or references, call
OLIVER
is• ?AV,
SWANN
'11.509
36431
-11111
Murray,
Kentucky
753-6567. .
42071
4110
Prikywati011•AIZADSfriviCf HAS C aoSFO .K.01.C.IRLIE TO
SILL THE 55EN/MO111 5/111
153 7761
Locust Grove Church Road
Mr and Mrs Howell R Clark

WHIRLPOOL 17

Rent

prrpt-r--ffun-FFirr

NT= workyour

FARM
LUMBER

BAILEY
CARPET
CLEANING

BAILEY'S
FARM
LUMBER
SUPPLY'
Industrial

a

Creekview
Self Storage

Floor
Sanding
And
Finishing

James Shobe

•

j

Hopkins Insurance Agency

.6-te

Atitir 10
41.
..S-retAtc.b.e:r

nENERAL

Call
Ir. Tom Hopkins
(502)753-6202

Fern Terrace Lodge
of Murray

-

a,

•
...112:10100,046909;60,19610eve.4it&-Y4,
-t-raset

•
-

•
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•

•
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& T PRODUCE

Wednesday Morning
8:00 a.m.

Next door to D & T WarehQuse Fclod
Trucks are on the road all the time
to find you the best produce!

Hours: Mon. thru Sat.
8:00 A.M.-7:00 P.M.

If we don't have it,
If You want it and It's in
Season we'll get it for you!

•

California

FREE
Missouri
Watermelon
With Every Purchase
Of '10.00 or More
Of Produce
In The Produce Store

ts

CakOoNtiet ,
,
COGOVO
Fresh
P.A(NeacAe,
tt.t.%t
Greeos,
ON\
00State.
‘,N e
_Ite:c0:40:e9Pet
t,1ts.

ftesh
the
fvorn Nov\
F‘e1d to

Honey Dew
Lemons, Limes
We got it!

a;toSo9olt°s,

PkIsite‘chclookte.:\

Missouri

.
Red Onions
Ontorns
Green
White Onions
Yellow Onions
We got it!

Red
ged Oto
?WO

Mushmelons

Potatoes
10 LB

eAaok

es
Peach
arp‘e
ep
Prx

Jumbo Size

$ 1 19

s
1614a:le:
erf‘es
b
Stray4Grapes
fted Grapes
White
got it‘

Bing
Cherries
Nectrine
PineaPPle
We got it! '

Baking Potatoes
Red Potatoes
White Potatoes
Sweet Potatoes
We got it!
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If You Can't Find It In Murray Don't Give Up Check With D & T Produce

D & T WAREHOUSE FOODS
623 South 4th
Across From Murray Drive In Theater D & T Warehouse Joins In With The
Opening Of D & T Produce With More Savings on Your Grocery Bill

gsik $ I/

Old Fashion

Frito-Lay

Pepsi,
low Diet Pepsi,
or Mt Dew

Dorito
Chips
Reg. $1. Size

-‘pv-

Buttermilk
/
1
2
Gal

Reg.

8 Pk. 16 Oz.

Bunny
Bread
1 Lb. Loaf

Turner

Buy One
.Get One Free
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Plus Deposit
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3/$
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Veorin 1 /
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Martha White

\ 1 Fl,
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Flour
5 Lb.

Paramount
Hamburger

4006

';Dill Slices
32 Oz

"

Barrel Head

..\41
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Beer°,
—Root
8 Pk. 16 Oz.
'
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Erwin

Sausape
Hot or Mil

*00
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Plus Deposit
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Pro Leaguer

Turner

Ice Milk

Bacon
12 Oz.

$
.119
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120z.

Field Bologna
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10 P.M.
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